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Introduction 



Introduction 

Kfdanta analyzer will be a very important component in any Machine Translation 

System {MTS) or analysis system that attempts to analyze and understand Sanskrit for 

computational purposes. Any MTS involving Sanskrit as a source language will 

require a Sanskrit analyzer which must have the following components -

o sandhi analysis 

o subanta analysis 

o Iq-danta analysis 

o taddhita analysis 

o samasa analysis 

o gender analysis 

o tinanta analysis 

o karaka analysis 

as well as many lexical resources. Kfdanta is primary derivative from verb root and it 

may be analyzed after subanta, taddhita and samasa are analyzed because the Iq-t 

suffix may not be visible at the end of word till other later suffixes are separated. 

Knowledge of Iq-danta is important for Sanskrit reading and speaking. Most of 

Sanskrit prose literature abound in Iq-danta usage, e.g. sa~ gata~, sa~ gataviin, tena 

dr~fam, sa~ dr~favan in the place of so 'gamat, so 'pasyat. 

The scope of this work was to develop a system to identify and process Iq-danta in 

Sanskrit based on Pal)inian formulations. So far mostly theoretical work has been 

done in this area but a computational system which identifies the Iq-danta does not 

exist so far. This work is a very important component in any Natural Language {NL) 

system that attempts to analyze and understand Sanskrit for computational purposes. 

Krdanta analysis is a critical module and a complex task for any larger NL system for 

Sanskrit. A Krdanta Analyzer system thus is not only essential for any larger Sanskrit 

NL system, but is also helpful for self-reading and understanding of Sanskrit texts by 

those readers who do not know or want to go through the complexities of Iq-danta. It 

will also be helpful for interpretation and simplification of Sanskrit text. Any NL or 

NL like Sanskrit compiler must have Iq-danta analyzer as a necessary component. 



The objectives of this Research & Development (R&D) were the following-

o To build a rule-base and example-base of Pal).inian iq"danta (Primary derived 

nouns) rules for iq"danta identification and analysis. 

o To adapt available e-corpora and customize them for iq"danta (Primary derived 

nouns) analysis purposes. 

o To build a servlet based online Java engine which will consult the rule-base and 

the linguistic resources to analyze iq"danta (Primary derived nouns) of a Sanskrit 

text. 

o To simplify Sanskrit text for self reading, understanding, and also for any 

Machine (Aided) Translation from Sanskrit to other languages. 

o Comprehensive research on the Primary derived nouns rules of A~tadhyayi 

(AD), Siddhanta Kaumudi (SK) and Kasika vrtti (KV). 

For this R&D, the methodology of computational Sanskrit and software engineering 

was used. This R&D is based on a hybrid approach of rule base and example base. 

The study consists of a descriptive, analytical as well as application work. The study 

is based on the primary and secondary resources available on the topic. The primary 

sources include A~!iidhyiiyf., Siddhiintakaumudf of Bha!!o}im~ita, Kiisikiivrtti of 

Viimana and Jayiiditya, Mahabha~ya of Patafijali and adapted and customized e

corpora. Secondary materials include several books of grammar, published articles 

and web resources. 

As part of the research, various linguistic resources were developed and adapted 

according to the need of the system. A verb (thianta) and indeclinable (avyaya) 

database was adapted to exclude the tiilanta and avyaya from processing. An example 

lexicon of iq"danta is developed from different sources like Krdantariipamiilii (a 

concordance of verbal derivative) and Siddhiintakaumudi. In this lexicon the riipa 

(pratipadika ), dhatu (verb), gal). a (class), iq"t -suffix, verbal-der-suffix, POS _gender are 

listed. The example-base is for analyzing those forms which are very complex to 

analyze through rules. Besides this upasargavikara data, dhatuvikara data, 

pratyayavikara data is also developed for rule-base system. Rule-base system is for 

analyzing less complicated forms which have some simple and common structure and 

pattern. 

For online processing of Sanskrit text, a Java based web-application has been 

developed. 
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The basic design ofthe system is illustrated through flowchart. That is given below-

Separate Upasarga 

yes 

K 

T 
A 
G 
G 
E 
R 

Subanta analyzer Rule base 

Flowchart 1: Basic design of the system 
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The dissertation titled 'Krdanta Recognition and Processing for Sanskrit' is divided 

into four chapters. 

•!• The first chapter titled 'Computational Morphology and Sanskrit' introduces 

NLP, its goal and the tools of NLP, Morphology and Computational 

Morphology, its complexities and approaches, Survey of R & D in Indian 

Language Technology. Also discussed Sanskrit and computation, Sanskrit 

morphology, especially derivational morphology and its importance and need 

for lqdanta analysis. 

•!• The second chapter titled 'Krdanta in Sanskrit Grammar' discusses an 

overview of Pal).inian system e.g, sutra and their types, siva-sfitra, sutra-pa!ha, 

dhatupa!ha and gal).apa!ha. This chapter also discusses lqdanta in Sanskrit 

grammar, suffixes joined to dhatus, e.g., dhatu-pratyaya, vikaral).a-pratyaya, 

tili-pratyaya and lqt-pratyaya, an overview of lqdanta system, classification of 

lqt suffixes, lqdanta tags, lqt-suffixes table, usage of commonly used lqt 

suffixes, role of anubandhas in lqt suffixes, rules of formation of lqt-suffixes 

in general, major characteristic of lqt suffixes and lqdanta in Hindi grammar. 

•!• This third chapter titled 'Krdanta Recognition and Analysis describes the 

lexical resources needed for recognition and analysis of krt suffixes in a 

Sanskrit text according to Piit:zinian formalism. Strategy of example-base 

system and rule-base system and the algorithm for them has also been 

described in this chapter. Finally, the process of rule-base system is illustrated 

step by step through an example. The important data used in the system is in 

different tabular and textual forms. The sample of the same has also been 

given in the chapter. 

•!• The fourth chapter titled 'Krdanta Recognizer and Analyzer for Sanskrit' 

discusses the partial implementation of the lqdanta analysis methodology to 

computer program. The techniques used are Java programming language, Java 

Servlet Technology and JSP run on Apache Tomcat 4.0 Web-server. The 

system takes a running text of Sanskrit in Devanagari UTF -8 format as input. 
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The limitations ofthe system and its implications for future research and development 

have been summarized in concluding part of the dissertation. The appendices contain 

the sample data of linguistic resources used to develop the system, the screen shots of 

the interface and the debugging process of the system. A portable CD has also been 

enclosed with the dissertation which comprises the sample data of each linguistic 

resource java objects and screen-shots of the interface with the URL of the system. 

The system is available online at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in. 
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Chapter- I 

Computational Morphology and Sanskrit 



Chapter-1 

Computational Morphology and Sanskrit 

1.1 Introduction 

Computattional Linguistics is an inter-disciplinary study of linguistics and computer 

science that is concerned with computer processing of human language, which 

includes automatic machine translation of one language into another, the analysis of 

texts, the use of human language in person-computer interactions, artificial 

intelligence, and computer modeling of human linguistic competence and 

performance. Artificial Intelligence is the endowing of machine with humanlike 

intellectual capabilities. The use of language by machines to communicate with 

humans is one of the most important manifestations of artificial intelligence.1 

Natural language processmg (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence and 

computational linguistics. It studies the problems of automated generation and 

understanding of natural human languages. Natural-language-generation systems 

convert information from computer databases into normal-sounding human language. 

Natural-language-understanding systems convert samples of human language into 

more formal representations that are easier for computer programs to manipulate? The 

goal of natural language Processing (NLP) is to build computational models of natural 

language for its analysis and generation? The tools of work in NLP are Automatic 

summarization, Grammer formalisms, Algorithms and data structures, Foreign 

Language Reading Aid, Foreign Language Writing Aid, Information extraction, 

Information retrieval, Machine translation, formalism for representing world 

knowledge, Named entity recognition, Natural language generation, Optical Character 

Recognition, Question answering, Reasoning mechanisms, Speech recognition, 

Spoken dialogue system, Text simplification, Text to speech, Text-proofing. 

1 Fromkin & Rodman, An Introduction to Language. 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing 
3 Bharati, Akshar, Vineet Chaitanya and Rajeev Sangal, N L P: A Paninian Perspective 
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1.2 Morphology 

Morphology is the field of linguistics that studies the internal structure of words; the 

component of the grammer that includes the rules of word formation. The term 

Morphology was an adaptation of the German word 'morphologie' first used by 

August Schleicher in 1859. The history of morphological analysis dates back to the 

ancient Indian linguist PaQ.ini, who formulated the 3,959 rules of Sanskrit morphology 

in the text A~!iidhyiiy'i by using a Constituency Grammar. 

1.2.1 Computational morphology 

Computational morphology is analysis and generation of word-forms through 

computational techniques.4 This morphological information is very useful in analyzing 

a language because syntactic analysis requires morphological analysis. This 

morphological information can be used in various NL applications such as parsing, 

lemmatization, text-to-speech, Machine Translation (MT), spell checker, spell 

corrector, automatic word separator, text generation and word paradigm builder. 

Morphological analysis is the process in which a word is analyzed into its root word 

and associated morphemes. Morphological analyzers are programs used to provide 

morphological analysis of a language. They include recognition engine, 

lexicon/thesaurus, and algorithms to find out stem within an input word and 

identifying its suffixes. 5 Morphological analysis is a complex task. It has various 

dimensions which can be described as follows6 
-

o Complexity of word formation 

Words are built up by joining morphemes according to the permissible patterns 

in a language. Typologically, languages are of Agglutinative, Isolating, 

Inflectional and Polysynthetic types based on how morphemes combine to 

form words productively 

o Morphological processes: 

There are essentially three types of morphological processes which determine 

the function of morphemes. These three processes are inflectional, derivational 

and compounding. 

4 Jha, Girish Nath. 2007, "Introduction to Computational Morphology", Lecture delivered on 5 January 
2007 at CDAC, Noida. 
5 

http://www. acroterion.ca!Morphological Analysis.html 
6 Oflazer,Kemal. http://folli.loria.fr/cds/2006/courses/Otlazer.ComputationalMorphology.pdf 
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o Morpheme combination 

Morphemes can be combined in a variety of ways to build the words such as 

concatenation, infixation, circumfixation, templatic combination and 

reduplication. 

1.2.1.1 Different Approaches 

For performing different kinds of works, different types of methods are used in 

Computational Morphology. The most common of them are rule based string 

processing techniques and finite state techniques. 

o Cut and Paste method 

Cut and paste is a very popular method in computational linguistics. The 

canonical form is derived by r_emoving and adding letters to the end of a string. 

The best known ancestor of these systems dates back to the 1960s 7• 

Another system known as MORPHOGEN (Petheroudakis, 1991) is a 

commercial toolkit for creating sophisticated cut and paste analyzers8
• The 

MAGIC (Schuller, Zierl, 1993) is a cut and paste rule based system in which 

rules are applied in advance to produce the right allomorph for every allowed 

combination of a morpheme9 

o Finite State techniques 

Finite state techniques are used in cases where large lexicons are to be checked. 

It also explains morphotactics better than the cut-paste method. Automatic 

recognition and generation of word forms was introduced early 80s. Rules of 

morphological alternations could be implemented using FSTs as a finite state 

network (Johnson 1972, Kaplan and Kay 1994)10
• First practical application of 

7 Allen, J., Hunnicutt, M. S., and Klatt, D. ( 1987). From text to speech---the M!Talk system. MIT Press, 
Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. 
8 Petheroudakis, J. (1991). MORPHOGEN automatic generator of morphological information for base form 
reduction. 

Technical report, Executive Communication Systems ECS, Provo, Utah. 
9 Schuller, G., Zierl, M., and Hausser, R. (1993). MAGIC. A tutorial in computational morphology. Technical 
report, 

Friedrich-Alexander Universitat, Erlangen, Germany. 
1° Kaplan, Ronald M., and Kay, Martin (1981). Phonological Rules and Finite-State Transducers. Paper presented 
at 

the Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America. New York. 
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model appeared in the 90s (Koskenniemi 83, Karttunen 1993, Antworth 1990, 

Kartunnen and Beesley 1992, Ritchie, Russell et al, 1992, sproat 1992) 11 
• 

These systems used linked letter trees for the lexicon and parallel FSTs 

encoding morphemic alternations. The FS techniques are generally used for 

searching large scale spellchecking wordlists. They also allow bi-directional 

processing (i.e. both generation and analysis can be performed) 

1.3 Survey of R & D in Indian Language Technology 

The Linguistic and cultural diversity of India is well known. This is often cited as 

India's strength. The 200 languages enumerated in the Census are a linguistic 

subtraction of over 1,600 mother tongues reported by the people indicating their 

perception oftheir linguistic identity and linguistic difference. 

1.3.1 Indian language families 

o Indo Aryan, Dravidian, Munda (Emeneu 1980) 

o Indo Aryan, Dravidian, Austro Asiatic, Tibeto Burman, Andamanese (Abbi, 

2001) 

o Indo Aryan, Dravidian, Austro Asiatic, Tibeto Burman.12 

1.3.2 Technology Development in Indian Languages (TDIL) 

Technology Development in Indian Languages (TDIL) 13 was initiated by the 

Department of Information Technology, Ministry of ICT or Government of India with 

the objective of developing Information Processing Tools and Techniques to facilitate 

human-machine interaction without language barrier; creating and accessing 

multilingual knowledge resources; and integrating them to develop innovative user 

products and services. Since then, TDIL has been facilitating and supporting the 

development of language technology resources in all Indian languages, and promoting 

their dissemination. Towards this goal it has established 13 Resource Centers for 

11 Kimmo Koskenniemi. Two-level morphology: A general computational model for word form recognition and 
production. Publication No: II, Department of General Linguistics, University of Helsinki, 1983. 

12 Jha, Girish Nath. Regional & linguistic perspective on internationalization: the case of 
Hindi/Sanskrit,2007. 
13 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/ 
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Indian Language Technologies (RCILTS) in March 2000 at different Universities and 

Institutes.
14 

These Resource centers are aimed at: 

o To improve the quality of life of people oflndia by enabling to use Information 

Technology through Indian Languages. 

o To develop new products and services for processing information in Indian 

Languages. 

o To facilitate Research in technology areas such as Machine Translation (MT), 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Text-to-Speech (TTS), and Speech 

Recognition in Indian Languages that leads to product development. 

1.3.3 TDIL Resource Centers15 

Resource Centre Languages Associated With 

Indian Institute ofTechnology, Kanpur Hindi, Nepali 

Indian Institute ofTechnology, Mumbai Marathi, Konkani 

Indian Institute ofTechnology, Guwahati Assamese, Manipuri 

Indian Institute of Science, Ban galore Kannada, Sanskrit (CognitiveModels) 

Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata Bengali 

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi Foreign Languages (Japanese, Chinese) 

& Sanskrit (Language Learning Systems) 

University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad Telugu 

Anna University, Chennai Tamil 

MS University, Baroda Gujarati 

Utkal University Oriya 

Department of Computer Science and Punjabi 

Application Thapar Institute ofEngg. & 

Tech., Patiala 

ERDCI, Trivendrum Malayalam 

CDAC, Pune Urdu, Sindhi, Kashmiri 

Table 1.1: TDIL Language Resource Centre 

14 http://tdil.mit.gov.in/languagetechnologyresourcesaprii03.pdf 
15 http://tdil.mit.gov.inl 
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1.3.4 The Sanskrit Heritage Site 

Gerard Huet, Director, INRIA 16 has developed various computational tools for 

Sanskrit, which are available online. The Declension Engine takes a nominal base 

with its gender information as input and gives all the nominal inflectional forms as 

output. The Conjugation Engine is for verb generation. It takes root as input and 

gives all the possible forms of the verb root in its iitmane and/or parasmai 

terminations, in kartr and karmatp!bhave voices in eight lakiira-s. Lemmatiser and 

Sanskrit Readers are the analyzers. While the Lemmatiser tags a given simple 

inflected noun or a verb (without upasarga-s), the Sanskrit Reader Companion does 

analysis of a given phrase or a simple sentence, segments it into individual words and 

tags each word. 

1.3.5 The Sanskrit (Digital) Library 

The Sanskrit Library Project, under the guidance of Peter M. Scharf, Classics Dept., 

Brown University, is engaged in philological research and education in Vedic and 

classical Sanskrit language and literature by documenting, collecting, preserving, and 

publishing oral, written, and printed texts in digital form, and by developing 

innovative research and educational tools. Current research involves linguistic issues 

in encoding, computational phonology and morphology, OCR for Indic scripts, and 

mark-up of digitized Sanskrit lexica. The Sanskrit Library currently contains two 

independent study Sanskrit readers, Sanskrit grammatical literature, dynamic software 

for nominal and verbal inflectional morphology, a digital version of W. D. Whitney's 

The Roots, Verb-Forms, and Primary Derivatives of the Sanskrit Language, and 

instructional materials. 17 

1.3.6 The Clay Sanskrit (Digital) Library 

The Clay Sanskrit Library is a series of books published by New York University 

Press and the JJC Foundation. Each work features the text in its original language 

(transliterated Sanskrit) on the left-hand page, with its English translation on the right. 

The series was modeled on the Loeb Classical Library, and its volumes are bound in 

teal cloth. The JJC Foundation was founded by John P. Clay and his wife, Jennifer. 

16http:/ /sanskrit. inria.fr/ 
17 http://sanskritl ibrarv .org/ 
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John Clay. 18 The Clay Sanskrit Library has been created to introduce Classical 

Sanskrit literature to a wide international readership. Forty-four leading scholars from 

ten countries are cooperating to produce fresh new translations that combine 

readability and accuracy. The first fifteen titles appeared in 2005, co-published by 

NYU Press and the JJC Foundation, followed by nine volumes in 2006 and eight 

volumes in 2007. They will be followed by three volumes in March 2008 and six more 

in August 2008. The selection will focus on drama, poetry and novels, together with 

the famous epics. 19 

1.3. 7 University of Pennsylvania 

Vasu Renganathan, Penn Language Centre (UPENN - PLC) has been working on 

Tamil NLP system for quite long and has developed a Tamil Morphological Tagger. 

This program identifies suffixes in transliterated input Tamil word(s), labels them and 

separates the root. This version processes sentences from text files. He is also working 

on online Hindi morphological tagger, Tamil transliteration and viewer program (This 

program converts Tamil document written in Roman script to Tamil script) and Web 

Assisted Learning and Teaching ofTamil (WALTT) Projects. 20 

1.3.8 PC Kimmo 

PC-KIMMO is a new implementation for microcomputers of a program dubbed 

KIMMO after its inventor Kimma Koskenniemi (Koskenniemi 1983). It is of interest 

to computational linguists, descriptive linguists, and those developing natural language 

processing systems21
• The program is designed to generate (produce) and/or recognize 

(parse) words using a two-level model of word structure in which a word is 

represented as a correspondence between its lexical level form and its surface level 

form. Work on PC-KIMMO began in 1985. A PC-KIMMO description of a language 

consists of two files provided by the user: 

o A rules file, which specifies the alphabet and the phonological (or 

spelling) rules. 

18 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ciay Sanskrit Library 
19 http://www.claysanskritlibrary .org/ 
20 http://www.sas.upenn.edu/-vasur/project.html 
21

http://www.sil.org/pckimmo/ 
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o A lexicon file, which lists lexical items (words and morphemes) and 

their glosses, and encodes morph tactic constraints. 

The theoretical model of phonology embodied in PC-KIMMO is called two-level 

phonology. The two functional components of PC-KIMMO are the generator and the 

recognizer. The generator accepts as input a lexical form, applies the phonological 

rules, and returns the corresponding surface form. It does not use the lexicon. The 

recognizer accepts as input a surface form, applies the phonological rules, consults the 

lexicon, and returns the corresponding lexical form with its gloss. 

The main components of the PC-KIMMO system22
• 

+-----------+ +-----------+ 
RULES LEXICON 

+----+------+ +------+----+ 
1-------+ 

I 
v 

+-------1 
I 
v 

Surface Form: +------------------+ Lexical Form: 
spies ------->I Recognizer 1----> 'spy+s 

+----+-------------+ [N(spy)+PLURAL) 

v 

+------------------+ 
spies <-------1 Generator I<----- 'spy+s 

+------------------+ 

Diagram 1.1: Structure ofthe PC-KIMMO 

PC-KIMMO runs on the Windows, Macintosh and UNIX systems. There are two 

versions of the PC-KIMMO release, one for IBM PC compatibles and one for the 

Macintosh. Each contains the executable PC-KIMMO program, examples of language 

descriptions, and the source code library for the primitive PC-KIMMO functions. The 

PC-KIMMO executable program and the source code library are copyrighted but are 

made freely available to the general public under the condition that they not be resold 

or used for commercial purposes. The PC-KIMMO release contains the executable 

PC-KIMMO program, the function library, and examples of PC-KIMMO descriptions 

for various languages, including English, Finnish, Japanese, Hebrew, Kasem, Tagalog, 

and Turkish. These are not comprehensive linguistic descriptions; rather they cover 

only a selected set of data23
• 

22 http://www.sil.org/pckimmo/ 
23 http://www.sil.orglpckimmo/ 
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1.3.9CLAWS 

CLAWS (Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System) 24 POS tagging 

software for English text has been continuously developed by University Centre for 

Computer Corpus Research on Language (UCREL) in early 1980s. The latest version 

of the tagger, CLA WS-4, was used to POS tag 100 million words of the British 

National Corpus (BNC). CLAWS, has consistently achieved 96-97% accuracy (the 

precise degree of accuracy varying according to the type of text). Judged in terms of 

major categories, the system has an error-rate of only 1.5%, with c.3.3% ambiguities 

unresolved, within the BNC. More detailed analysis of the error rates for the C5 tagset 

in the BNC can be found within the BNC Manual25
• 

1.3.10 Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL, Mysore) 

The New Linguistic Survey of India (NLSI) initiative by CIIL Mysore under the 

guidance of Prof. Uday Narayan Singh is commendable and is going to have far 

reaching impact in this field. The presentation made by Prof. U.N. Singh26 at LSI 

conference at BHU gave details of the project. A massive training programme of 

linguists was successfully conducted at CIIL. 

Besides this, CIIL has developed 45 plus million word corpora in Scheduled 

Languages under the scheme of TDIL.27 These are the domain specific corpora in the 

area of newspaper, child language, pathological speech/language data, speech error 

data, and Historical/Inscriptional database of Indian language. They have POS tagged 

corpora and chunked corpora. This corpora was created as ISCII format. The CIIL has 

converted this data in Unicode in collaboration with the Lancaster University. The 

Institute is now developing corpora in languages like Bodo, Dogri, Maithili and 

Santhali. The institute is providing these data free of cost to research purpose. 

1.3.11 C-DAC 

DESIKA28 (Natural Understanding System), a software package, developed by Indian 

Heritage Group, C-DAC, Bangalore led by P. Ramanujan, claims to generate and 

analyze plain and accented written Sanskrit texts using grammar rules of Pat:J.ini's 

24 
http:// www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucrel/claws 

25 www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ucrel/claws 
26 Singh, Udaya Narayan, 2006, 28th AICL, BHU. 
27 http://www.ciilcorpora.net/ 
28 Desika (Natural Language Understanding System), http://tdil.mit.gov.in/download/Desika.htm 
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A~tadhyayi, with an exhaustive database of Amarakosa and heuristics of semantics 

and contextual processing from Nyaya and Miq1amsa Sastra. It also claims to analyze 

Vedic texts. The analysis module of the software is called a general purpose Sanskrit 

parser which claims to dissolve and identify the compound and combined word forms, 

though the present version of the software downloadable from the TDIL (Technology 

Development for Indian Languages) website has subanta generation module only. This 

module has two modes: choose mode declines for the priitipadika-s already present in 

the list and edit mode declines for the entries which are not present in the list for 

which suitable gender and paradigm should be selected. DESIKA is also supposed to 

include Vedic processing and sabdabodha29
• 

Sanskrit Authoring System (VY ASA)30 claims to be a robust multilingual document 

editor with transliteration among the Indian Languages and Roman, sorting and 

searching facilities, indexing, and concordance. It also says that it provides tools for 

analyses at morphological, syntactic and semantic levels. Tools for 

searching/indexing/sorting, lexical updation, lexical tagging, extraction/indexing of 

quotations in commentaries/explanations, transliteration facility, word split programs 

for sandhi and samiisa, poetry analysis (textual/metric/statistical), statistical tools like 

concordance, thesauri, and electronic dictionaries are also said to be included. This 

system is not available anywhere to evaluate or check. 

1.3.12 Academy of Sanskrit Research, Melkote 

Academy of Sanskrit Research (ASR), Melkote under the Directorship of Prof. M.A. 

Lakshmitatachar has been working on NLP in Sanskrit and other Indian languages for 

more than 10 years. TDIL website hosts software siibdabodha developed at ASR, 

Melkote. It is said to be an interactive application built to analyze the semantic and 

syntactic structure of Sanskrit sentences. This software works on DOS 6.0 or higher 

with GIST (Graphic based Intelligence Script Technology) shell on Windows 95 

platform. The software is said to include a user interface. This claims to process all 

types of sentences of Sanskrit, and can handle generation and analysis of subanta of 

29 C-DAC R&D Activies: Development ofDesika A Natural language Understanding (NLU) system for 
Sanskrit. [1990- 1994], http://www.cdac.in/html/ihg/activity.asp 
3° C-DAC, R&D Activities: Developing Sanskrit Authoring System (VY ASA), 
http://www.cdac.in/html/ihg/activity.asp and The House Magazine of C-DAC, Pen to Paper 
Developing Sanskrit Authoring System- VYASA, http://www.cdac.in/html/connect/3q2000/artl0a.htm 
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more than 26,000 stems, tbianta conjugations of roots, in two voices, ten lakiiras and 

three modes viz. kevala tbianta, !Jijanta and sananta. It also handles the generation 

and analysis and identification of case inflected forms of 11 types of krdanta of 150 

roots. Apart from this it is said to have a database of 690 avyayas, 26,000 nominal 

stems, 600 verbal roots, krdanata forms of 600 verbal roots, 5 taddhita suffixes. For 

handling the semantic analysis, a matrix of 52 sets of nouns with their synonyms 

amounting to 300 nouns, 27 actions denoted by nearly 200 verbs are said to have been 

prepared.31 This institution is also working with 20 odd software tools like Bodha 

(Sentence disambiguation system according to sabdabodha of navfna nyilya system), 

Semu~f (subanta generator/analyser), PrajiUi (tilianta generator/analyser), Cetana 

(krdanta generator/analyser), Pa~ini (sandhi joiner according to Pil!Jinian rules) etc. 

which are in the pipeline for release?2 

1.3.13 Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha (RSV), Tirupati 

RSV Tirupati has been working on developing linguistic resources for NLP in 

Sanskrit. Prof. K.V. Ramakrishnamacharyulu, (presently V.C. of Rashtriya Sanskrit 

Sansthan, Jaipur) and Dr. Srinivasa Varkhedi along with Prof. Vineet Chaitanya and 

Amba P. Kulkarni have initiated many projects and have developed many tools like 

pada-ccheda, which segregates Sanskrit compound words into its components, which 

works on Sanskrit ISCII text in Linux environment. It is also working on developing 

Sanskrit MorphA. An initial analyzer developed in collaboration with IIIT-H is 

already online. Apart from this it is also concentrating on krdanta and tbianta 

analyzers and also generators for subanta, tbianta and samilsa. RSV Tirupati along 

with C-DAC Bangalore, Ahobila Mutt Sanskrit College Madhurantakam Tamil Nadu, 

Poorna Prajna Samshodhana Mandiram Bangalore, Chinmaya International 

Foundation Veliyanad Kerala, ASR Melkote Karnataka, IIIT-H and Dept. of Sanskrit 

H.S.Gour University Sagar Madhya Pradesh has combined initiative to develop a large 

Sanskrit Corpus. 33 RSV, Tirupati also worked on a project of Veda and sastrartha 

recording, funded by the Ford Foundation of USA. 

1.3.14 RCILTS- Utkal University 

31 Language Processing Tools: TDIL website, http://tdil.mit.gov.in/nlptools/ach-nlptools.htm 
32 Academy of Sanskrit Research, Melkote, http://www.sanskritacademy.org/About.htm 
33 RSV Tirupati, http://rsvidyapeetha.ac.in and http://wvvw.sansknet.org 
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RCILTS - Oriya Centre at the Department of Computer Science and Application, 

Utkal University 34 has been working on the various areas of NLP led by Prof. 

Sangamitra Mohanty and funded by Ministry of Information Technology (MIT). The 

institution has developed an Oriya OCR 'DIVY ADRUSTI' and text-to-speech for 

Oriya, Hindi and Bengali. It is also working on building Oriya Machine Translation 

(OMT), Ori-Net (Word-Net for Oriya), parsers, morphological analyzers and spell 

checkers for Oriya language. Besides these Oriya NLP tools, the centre also claims to 

have developed Sanskrit Word-Net (San-Net) using Navya-Nyiiya philosophy and 

Piil}inian Grammar. The system has 300 Sanskrit words (250 Nominal words and 50 

Verbal words) and it explains synonymy, antonym, hyponymy, hypernymy, holonymy 

and meronymy relationship of words with their analogy, etymology, and definitions. 

This Centre is also developing POS tagger and Shallow Parsers for Oriya. For POS 

tagger they are using Karaka theory and rule based methods. POS tagger is being used 

to develop tagged corpora in Oriya.35 

1.3.15 lilT Hyderabad 

Language Technologies Research Centre (LTRC) at JilT, Hyderabad is a leading NLP 

research centre. L TRC with the collaboration of Govt. of India, Carnegie Mellon 

University's Language Technology Institute, University of Pennsylvania, HP Labs, 

Google, TCS and other academic institutions aims at developing technologies related 

to MT among English and Indian languages, speech processing for Indian languages, 

search engines, information extraction and retrieval for English and Indian languages. 

LTRC has developed 'Shakti'36 system for MT from English to Indian languages. It 

combines rule-based approach with statistical approach and currently claims to work 

for three target languages: Hindi, Telgu and Marathi. Besides this, L TRC is also 

developing several machine readable bilingual dictionaries, tense aspect modality 

dictionary and multi-word expressions dictionary for language pairs of English-Hindi, 

English-Marathi, and English-Bengali. In addition to the above, L TRC is also working 

on various projects such TIS for Telugu and Hindi, Telgu to Hindi Machine 

Translation, morphological analyzers for Indian languages, POS tagger for Hindi and 

34 RCILTS, Utkal University, http://wvvw.ilts-utkal.org, 
35 Sangamitra Mohanty eta!., 2004, "Rule based Part-of-Speech Tagging for Oriya Tagged Corpora: 
Based on Karaka Theory", in the Proceedings oflntemational Symposium on Machine Translation NLP 
and TSS, New Delhi, pp.l60-165. 
36 Shakti, L TRC, IIIT, Hyderabad, http://\V\vv,;.iiit.net/ltrc/index.html 
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Bengali. The Search and Information Extraction Lab (SIEL) focuses on solving 

problems in the areas of Information Retrieval and Extraction using NLP techniques. 

SIEL is currently focusing on applications areas like 'Ask Buddha' (Web based 

question answering system in News), General Search Engines, Indian Language 

Search Engines, Document Categorization, Document Summarization, Information 

Extraction and Ontologies?7 

1.3.16 liT Bombay 

Resource Centre for Indian Language Technology Solutions (RCILTS), IIT

Bombay38, led by Dr. Pushpak Bhattacharya is a happening place for NLP in India. 

The institution aims to offer information technology through Indian languages, and to 

develop resource information in Indian languages and Sanskrit in a way relevant to the 

present day needs. The institution has developed an online Hindi Wordnet which is a 

lexical database for nearly 60000 Hindi words. It takes input in Unicode Devaniigarf 

and gives different synonyms of the word with their example in Hindi sentence. It also 

uses an in built keyboard to enter the input. 39 The institution is working on POS taggers 

for Hindi and Marathi and MT systems among multiple languages with a semantic net 

like representation called the Universal Networking Language (UNL) as interlingua. 

This interlingua is based on the concepts of language independent words, relations and 

attributes which are captured in lexical resources like the wordnet. 

1.3.17 AU-KBC Research Centre 

NLP Group at Anna University KB Chandrashekar (AU-KBC) Research Centre, 

Madras Institute of Technology, Chennai is working on Tamil NLP. Among many 

other NLP endeavors, AU-KBC has developed Tamil-Hindi Machine Aided 

Translation (MAT) system on the model of Anusaraka which is said to have a 

performance of 75%. This MAT system requires a MorphA, which uses the Paradigm

based approach and implemented using Finite State Mechanism. This MorphA is said 

have coverage of 95% on Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL) corpus. Both 

these systems have a demo and online service on their website.40 The centre is also 

37 http:/ /search.iiit.ac.in/ 
38 liT, Bombay, http://www.cse.iitb.ac.in 
39 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.inlwordnet/webhwnlwn.php 
40 AU-KBC Research Centre - http://www.au-kbc.org/frameresearch.html 
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working on developing MT systems between Tamil and other languages particularly 

English and Hindi, a Tamil Word-net in collaboration with Dr. S Rajendran of Tamil 

University, Thajavur and a POS tagger for Tamil. 

1.3.18 Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) 

The RCILTS - Sanskrit, Japanese, Chinese unit of JNU, under the leadership of Prof. 

G.V.Singh claims to have developed web based Sanskrit Learning System for the use 

of scholars for designing Knowledge based systems based on the Indian traditions. 

The unit has developed a computational module of A~!iidhyiiyf of Pii!Jini, Sanskrit

English lexicon, English-Sanskrit lexicon and a lexicon of Nyiiya terms. It also says 

that it has made some efforts on the sandhi analysis system.41 

Girish Nath Jha42
, has developed a Nominal Inflection Generator for Sanskrit using 

Pro log as part of his M.Phil, dissertation. This program generates all the inflections of 

subanta given a Sanskrit word with gender and ending letter information. 

Special Center for Sanskrit Studies (SCSS), JNU 

The Computational Linguistics R&D at Special Centre for Sanskrit Studies J.N.U., 

since 2002 under the supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, doing research in several 

areas of language technology for Sanskrit and other languages. Currently they are 

focusing on developing Sanskrit analysis tools for building Sanskrit - Indian 

Languages Translator (SaHiT). So far, the following tools and resources have been 

developed - Sandhi Splitter (vowel sandhi), Sandhi Generator, Subanta analyzer, 

Tbianta analyzer, Tilianta generator, POS tagger, Kiiraka analyzer, Online 

Multilingual Amarakosa, Andamanese verb analyzer. All these tools are running on 

Apache Tomcat Platform using Java Servlet and MSSQL Server 2005 as back end. 

The tools developed can be used live at (http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in). Some of them can be 

described as follows-

Online Multilingual Amarakosa (http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp) - A 

project on Amarakosa under the guidance of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, has been built up in 

SCSS, JNU. It is a Multilingual Online project, funded by UGC under UPOE program. 

41 RCIL TS, JNU- Achievements: http://tdil.mit.gov.in/SanskritJapaneseChinese-JNUJulv03.pdf 
42 Jha, Girish Nath, 1993, 'Morphology of Sanskrit Case Affixes: A Computational Analysis', M.Phil., 
submitted to JNU, New Delhi. 
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The Unicode based software supports seven languages- Sanskrit, Hindi, Kannada, 

Punjabi, Bangia, Oriya and English and allows the user to search the synonym from 

one language to another. The output displays the grammatical and semantic category 

of the word, its base word, reference and ontological information. The software also 

provides the facility to enter and edit the data by language experts. The software will 

be extended as a multilingual interface, search engine and text processing tool. 

R. Chandrashekhar, as part of his Ph.D. thesis, has developed a POS tagger for 

sandhi-free classical Sanskrit prose text which is an online system running on Apache 

Tomcat platform using Java Servlet. The system will be the basic requirement for the 

further R&D on the Sanskrit-Indian Languages MT Systems. 

Subash Chandra, as part of his M.Phil. Dissertation has developed a Sanskrit 

subanta Recognizer and Analyser System which is an online system on Apache 

Tomcat platform using Java Servlet. The system uses a hybrid approach of Ptil}inian 

formalism and example-based techniques and gives a comprehensive computational 

analysis of subanta-padas in a (sandhi-rahita) Sanskrit text of Devanagari script and 

does basic tagging of verbs and avycyas too. The system can be used for larger 

processing of Sanskrit, text simplification and MT. The system has a reasonable 

accuracy on simple Sanskrit prose texts. 

Sudhir Kumar Mishra, as part of his Ph.D. thesis, has developed a Kiiraka Analyzer 

for Laukika Sanskrit prose text based on Pli1Jini and Katyayana Karaka formulations. 

This work can be an important component in any Sanskrit-Indian language translation 

system. 

The following tools - Russian-English divergence marker, gender analyzer for 

Sanskrit noun phrases are partially developed so far. Other important R&D currently 

underway are - Sanskrit e-leaming, Sanskrit derivational morphology analyzer, 

Mahabharata indexer (adi parvan), and A~tadhyayf indexer.43 

Besides the above mentioned centres, the following institutions, organizations, 

companies are actively engaged in NLP R&D for Indian languages- Microsoft India, 

43 h II k . . . ;· d . ttp: sans nt.mu.ac.m m ex.Jsp 
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IBM, HP Lab, HCL, Webdunia, Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology, 

Patiala, Vanasthali Vidyapeeth, Rajasthan, Malaviya Centre for Information 

Technology Localization, BHU, Varanasi, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkatta etc. 

1.4 Sanskrit and Computation 

Sanskrit is virtually an unexplored treasure for modem computational linguistics and 

AI researchers. The Sanskrit language was studied to a high degree of formalization 

from high antiquity by genius linguists such as Piif}ini, and a continuous tradition of 

commenting and refining his work (Kiityiiyana, Patafijali, Bhartrhari, Niigesa Bha{!a 

etc.), still very much alive, leaves hope for the emergence of new computational 

models of linguistic treatment, well tuned by definition to the Sanskrit language. The 

Sanskrit corpus contains a wealth of knowledge and wisdom (most of which is also 

available in electronic media) which has not been yet properly brought to light, despite 

centuries ofboth Western and Indian scholarship. Sanskrit benefits from meticulously 

checked databases of verb forms, noun paradigm classes, and a host of other 

information necessary for building the computational tools for analysis and generation 

of Sanskrit texts.44 By these reasons Sanskrit can very well be the 'lingua franca' for 
.·,_'-../ 

NLP research. 
.··_' '{~\:· 
~ .. .,~, 

. . . . . "t " .. '"'- -· :\~"" .• 
In the case of Sanskrit computatiOn there are some theoretical Issues to be kept m <~~=;::./' 

mind. The first thing is the difference in the nature of Natural language (NL) and 

Artificial language (AL) and the status of Sanskrit. To understand the need and 

possibilities of formalisation of Sanskrit language and grammar, the advantages and 

disadvantages ofNL and AL are to be kept in mind. On one hand, AL is necessary for 

communicating with machine, on the other, NL is more expressive and capability of 

handling human communication needs. NL is more ambiguous and AL is less 

ambiguous. NL tolerates errors, but AL has zero tolerance for errors. NL is used in 

Human to Human communication while AL is used in Human to Machine and 

Machine to Machine communication. It appears that Sanskrit stads somewhere 

between a NL and an AL - more precise than a typical NL and less mechanical and 

more expressive than an AL. 

T r-\ -171Cf'7 

44 Jha Girish et.al., 2007, Proc. Of FISSCL, INRIA, Paris, Pg. No. iii 
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The second issue is the nature of Sanskrit language. In comparison to other languages, 

Sanskrit is easily adaptable for computing because it has a regular structure, smaller 

speech community with almost non existent regional variations .. Pal).ini's grammar is 

the only complete grammar for any natural language so far. It has been used as a NL 

for communicating in day to day life and also as an adapted metalanguage for writing 

precise shastraic expressions. 

The third point which goes in favour of Sanskrit is the fact that most NL applications 

need fair amount of knowledge computing for robustness and usefulness purposes. 

Sanskrit contains explict theories of knowledge in Nyiiya and Mfmiirizsii Siistra and 

also a continuous lexicographic tradition 

While Sanskrit can help NLP on various fronts, it can also be helped in following 

ways: 

o Electronic storage and publication 

o Access and preservation of Sanskrit corpus- Vedic/Laukika 

o Sanskrit computational lexicography 

o Sanskrit-Indian languages Machine Translation 

o Automatic reading of manuscripts (OCR) 

o Textual interpretation 

o Computational pedagogy of Sanskrit 

o Building interactive indices, glossary etc. 

1.5 Sanskrit morphology 

Sanskrit has two types of morphology- nominal and verbal. In Sanskrit, a syntactic 

unit is called pada. Cardona45 (1988) posits the formula for Sanskrit sentence (N

E0)p ... (V-Ev)p. According to Pii1Jini, Pada can be nominal (subanta) or verbal 

(tifwnta). These forms are formed by inflecting the stems and hence they are part of 

Sanskrit inflectional morphology. Yiiska had divided the Sanskrit word-forms into four 

types- Nama, Akhyiita, Upasarga, Nipiita. 

45 George Cardona, 1988 Panini, His Work and its Traditions, vol ... i (Delhi: MLBD, 1988) 
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The derivational morphology in Sanskrit includes the study of primary forms (krdanta) 

and secondary forms (taddhitiinta), feminine forms (stri' pratyayiinta), derived verb

forms etc. 

Sanskrit has approximately 2014 verb roots (including km:zdviidi), classified in 10 

garzas, the derived verb forms can have 12 derivational suffixes46
• These can have 

iitmanepadi' and prasmaipadl. A verb root may have approximately 2190 (tense, 

aspect, number etc.) morphological forms. 

Sanskrit Nominal morphology of two types, Primary [krdanta (roots forms that end 

with krt suffixes)] and secondary [taddhitiinta (noun forms that end with taddhita 

suffixes)]. Secondary nominal morphology may be of following types like- samiisiinta 

(compound nouns), stri'pratyayiinta (feminine forms) etc. They can also include 

upasargas (prefix) and avyayas (indeclinables) etc. According to PaQ.ini, there are 21 

morphological suffixes (seven vibhaktis and combination of three numbers = 21)47 

which are attached to the nominal bases (priitipadika) 48 according to syntactic 

category, gender and end character of the base. 

1.5.1 Derivational morphology 

Derivational morphology, changes the meaning of words by applying derivations. 

Derivation is the combination of a word stem with a morpheme, which forms a new 

word, which is often of a different class, for example, gam becomes gantr, gantum and 

gatavat. The suffixes trc, tumun and ktavatu change the class and meaning of the base 

word. Derivational Morphology can be quite complicated. 

Sanskrit derivational morphology is basically of four types but many times more than 

one of these together form very complex derivations. Derived nouns as the forms 

which are formed by inflecting Krt Taddhita or stri' or Samasa in verb root or simple 

nouns or derived nouns. 
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Sanskrit derived nouns are of the four types-

o krdanta (primary derived) 

o taddhitiinta (secondary derived) 

o strfpratyayiinta (feminine forms) 

o samiisiinta (compound) 

1.5.1.1 kfdanta 

The primary nominal derivatives from the verb roots are krdanta. The derived krdanta 

fall into categories of substantives, participles, gerunds, infinitives and indeclinables. 

when a verb root is operated with krt suffixes then the derived form is krdanta. krt 

suffixes are of three kinds according to the Siddhiintakaumudf (SK) by Bha!fo}idf/cyita

krtya suffixes 

krtya suffixes are always used in bhiiva-viicya and karma-viicya and are in neuter 

singular. krtya suffixes are tavyat, tavya, anfyar, kelimar, yat, kyap, f}yat etc. For 

example- pafhitavyam, piitavya, pafhanfya, pace lima, jeyam, deyam, etc. 

PUrvakrdanta suffixes 

These suffixes uses in kartrvacya only. These suffixes are f}Vul, trc, lyu, f}ini, ac, ka, 

af}, fa, khas, khac, kvanip, fla, kta, ktavatu, satr, sanae, siikan, U, kvip, itra, etc. For 

example karttii, kumbhakiira~, janamejaya~, piifhaka~, pafhantf etc. 

uttarakrdanta suffixes 

These suffixes are tumun, ghaii, erac, ap, ktr, athuc, naii, nan, ktin, khal, yuc, ktvii, 

!yap, f}amula, Uf}a etc. For example, gantum, khiiditum, svapnam, gati~, gatvii, vihiiya, 

iidiiya etc. 

1.5.1.2 taddhitanta 

The secondary derivatives are called taddhita. taddhitiinta are words ending in 

taddhita affixes before getting sup inflections. taddhita affixes derive secondary nouns 

and change their meanings in various ways for example - diisarathl, gaul} etc. PaQ.ini 

described many taddhita suffixes. Some suffixes are- a, akaiic, ac, aii, af}, at, i~!han, 

fyasun, kan, flhak, flhaii, tamap, tarap, tayap, tal, tyap, tral, dvayasac, fak, matup, 

miitrac, yak, yat, yaii, fliic, kha, gha, cha, uraca, fhak, _thaii, fhan, na, ha, va, vatup etc. 

For example - diik~l, kva, asvaka~, visvajanfnam, lcyatriya~, miilfya~, raivatika~, 
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dat:u;lika~, laghutama~, gurutara~, giirgyiiyal}a~, iha, balaviin etc. taddhitiinta forms 

inflected with sup are called taddhita subanta 

1.5.1.3 stripratyayanta 

Sanskrit has eight feminine suffixes !iip, ciip tjiip, nfs, nfn nfp, un and ti and words 

ending in these suffixes are called strfpratyayiinta. For example - ajii, gaurl, mil~ikii, 

indriil}l, gopf, a~!iidhyiiyl, kurucarf, yuvatf, karabhoril etc. strfpratyayiinta forms 

inflected with sup are called strfpratyayiinta-subanta. 

1.5.1.4 samasanta 

Simple words (padas), whether substantives, adjectives, verbs or indeclinable, added 

with another subanta-padas are called samiisa (compound). Sanskrit samiisas are 

divided into four categories, some of which are in turn divided into sub-categories. 

The four main categories of compounds are as follows: (I) adverbial or avyayzbhiiva, 

(2) determinative or tatpuru~a, (3) attributive or bahuvrzhi and ( 4) copulative or 

dvandva. dvandva and tatpuru~a compounds can further be subdivided into sub

categories.49 

For any natural language processing system for Sanskrit one has to process the derived 

nouns but it is difficult to identify the derived nouns in a sentence. Typically the 

identification of derived nouns will start after the priitipadika has been separated from 

the sup suffixes. Thereafter the priitipadika has to be identified as one of the four 

types- krdanta, taddhitiinta, strfpratyayiinta and samiisiinta. Without doing it we can 

not meaningfully process or understand Sanskrit text for example-

(1) Jagadguru~, Gopiilaka~ 

After Subanta processing it can be rewritten as-

(2) Jagadguru + su [pum; pra; ek}, Gopalaka + su [pum; pra; ek] 

Now the problem is to interpret the derived nouns in (2) as krdanta, taddhitiinta, 

strfpratyayiinta and samiisiinta. 

49 "Machine Recognition and Morphological Analysis of Subanta-Padas" (M.Phil. Dissertation, Subash, 
J.N.U., 2006) 
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How many types of derived nouns can be formed we can see from following diagram-

tinanta 1~ Dhatu (VR) 

subanta 

subanta 

subanta 

Diagram 1.2: Nominal derivation from verb root 

Here we can see at least eight types of derived nouns are formed only with the verb 

root besides these some are derived from nominal bases. 

1.5.1.5 Importance of derivational Morphology 

o A new word with a new meaning is derived. 

o Derivational morphemes have clear semantic content. 

o When a derivational morpheme is added to a root or stem, it ads meaning. 

o Semantic interpretation of the derived word is often difficult while a 

derivational suffix can usually be given a unique semantic meaning, may of the 

derived words, and may still resist compositional interpretation. 

o Derivational Morphology is very useful for guessing meaning and part of 

speech of unknown words. 

o In the context of indo-Aryan languages grapheme to phoneme mapping 

requires derivational morphological analysis. 

o Computational modelling of derivational morphology helps us gauge the 

computational nature ofword production 
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1.6 Need for the Kfdanta analysis 

l<fdanta analyzer will be a very important tool in any Machine Translation or analysis 

system that attempts to analyze and understand Sanskrit for computational purposes. A 

good Sanskrit analyzer should have tagged lexicon, POS Tagger, kiiraka analyzer, 

syntactical analyzer, subanta analyzer, krdanta analyzer, taddhita analyzer, tinanta 

analyzer, Gender analyzer, sandhi analyzer, samasa analyzer etc. kfdanta is primary 

derivative from verb root and it may be analyzed after subanta, taddhita and samasa 

are analyzed because the krt suffix may not be visible at the end of word till other later 

suffixes are separated. 

Knowledge of lqdanta is important for Sanskrit reading and speaking. Maximum part 

ofHitopadesa, Paficatantra and Sanskrit dramas and stories is full oflqdanta usage, e.g. 

saf:t gataf:t, saf:t gataviin, tena dr~,tam, saf:t dr~!aviin in the place of so 'gamat, so 'pasyat. 

In the later period tendency of using kfdanta in the place of tinanta has been increased. 

In seventh Wilson lecture, R.G. Bhandarkar has traced out the changing tendency of 

using kfdanta in place of tinanta from PaQ.ini to Patafijali. From Mahiibhii~ya 

Paspasiihnika he quotes a discussion about unused words. In the place of a~a, tera, 

cakra, peca currently u~ita, tfr1J-a, krtavat, pakvat were being used. First ones are the 

forms of vasa, tf', cjuk.rfi, cjupaca~ respectively in li! lakiira and later ones are the forms 

of the same dhiitus with kta and ktavatu krt suffixes.50 Use oflqdanta is more frequent 

in spoken Sanskrit than written Sanskrit. This tendency has also been seen in the other 

languages of Sanskrit family; and in Hindi (standard) almost verb forms are 

constituted by kfdanta and the gender of verb is according to subject, or object in case 

of passive voice. Thus the structure of Hindi is nearer to Sanskrit kfdanta than tinanta. 

Usage of kfdanta is much because it is the first derivation and derivation of taddhita 

also depends upon it. Taddhita literally means which serves kfdanta. Analysis of 

kfdanta is also important for semantic interpretation. The meaning of krt is not only 

subject object or verb (kartii, karma or bhiiva), but specific relation of verb root and 

the derived noun. e.g. trc, lyu,t, fiVul suffixes denote the agent and lyu,t and fiVul 

suffixes denote the instrument, tumun denotes the purpose of verb and ktvii suffix 

denote previous action and kta, ktavatu suffixes denote the agent as well as action of 

past perfect. 

50 Staal, J.F., A Reader on Sanskrit Gramarrian, p.p. 90-91 
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1. 7 Research Methodology 

For this R&D, the methodology of computational Sanskrit and software engineering 

has been used. This R&D is based on a Piil).inian rule- based approach with necessary 

lexical interfacing). 

The following steps have been followed -

o Building lexical resources for lqdanta 

a Collecting primary texts of grammar, critical editions, translations etc for 

building lqdatna lexical resources. 

a Prepared a rule base for lqdanta analysis system according to Pal).inian 

formalism. 

a Adapted Monier Williams Sanskrit Digital Dictionary (MWSDD) by Louis 

Bontes with lqdanta words tagged with lqdanta information. 

a Annotated corpus of current Sanskrit prose with labelled lqdanta 

information was created. 

a An avyaya database was created. 

a A lexical lqdanta database was obtained from Amba Kulkarni and was 

cleaned, normalized and updated. 

a Prepared a lqt modification table with basic affixes and their modified 

forms e.g. 

a. ktva > [tva] 

b. lyap > [ya] 

c. tumun > [tum/~um/c_ihum] 

d. ktavatu > [tavat] 

a prepared a verb modification table with dhatus and their lqt modifications 

e.g. 

a 

a. lq > [lqlkarlkarlkur] 

A new categorization of verbs and suffixes has been made according to 

their modification behaviour. 

a Modification of verbs has gone through a process in which they are given a 

unique identification number that will be used to bind compatible suffixes. 

This helps in checking irrelevant over generation. 
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• Created a prefix modification table which stores all the 22 prefixes with 

their modifications and combinations. 

o Building the l(rdanta analyzer- java-servlet system 

• The pre-processor object first checks the integrity and consistency of the 

input. 

• POS Tagger (a separate program) called identifYing verb forms, avyayas 

and punctuations which not be processed for krdanta. This component also 

identifies some of the explicit lqdantas. The remaining words are subantas 

which are taken to the next stage of processing. 

The nominal bases (pratipadikas) are checked for solutions in lexicallqdanta database, 

Monier Williams Sanskrit Digital Dictionary (MWSDD) and the lqdanta-tagged 

corpus. If it is found in these three resources, it is recognized as lqdanta as well as 

analyzed. If not found in the database and corpus, it will be identified and analyzed 

through the rule based mechanism. 

• Potential complex forms are checked for prefixes (upasargas) If found, the 

nominal base without upasarga will again be sent to lexical databases and 

rule base for identification and analysis. 

• 

• 

Results are displayed in the dhatu- suffix pairs according to probability . 

If no analysis is found or system fails, the nominal base will be returned 

without analysis. 

o System evaluation 

The results have been evaluated manually against the human annotated corpus, and 

performance has been tabulated in the fourth chapter. 
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Chapter - I:U: 

Krdanta in Sanskrit Grammar • 



Chapter-2 

Krdanta in Sanskrit Grammar • 

2.1 Overview of Pal}inian System 

Pal)ini's grammar AD (approximately 7th BCE) is important for linguistic computation 

for two reasons. One, it provides a comprehensive and rule based account of a natural 

language in about 4000 rules - the only complete grammatical account of any language so 

far. Two, the model of a 'grammar-in-motion' that it provides seems to closely mimic a 

fully functional Natural Language Processing (NLP) system-

SOUND CLASSES (phonetic module) 

I 
RULE-BASE (parser/grammar module) 

I 
LEXICONS (lexical interface modules) 

The possibility that a Natural Language (NL) parser based on Pal)ini can help analyze 

Indian languages has gained momentum in recent years. 1 

A~!adhyayf (7th BCE) is a composite text including the following components -
o a~ara-samiimniiya or miihesvara-sutra (14) (AS) 

o sabdanusiisana or sutrapii!ha (3965 or 3983 in kti§iktivrtti (SP) 

o dhiitupii!ha (1967 verb roots- 2014 including km:u;lviidi roots) (DP) 

o gal}apii!ha (other pertinent items like primitive nominal bases, avyayas) (GP) 

The core ofPal)inian grammar is a set of statements, each called sutra (rule). A sutra is a 

statement in a formulaic form which is brief but unambiguous, concise but 

comprehensive, impersonal and objective. 2 These sutras are of six types 3 
: samjna 

(definitional rule), paribhii~ii (metarule), vidhi (operational rule), niyama (restriction rule) 

atide§a (extension rule) and adhiktira (heading rule). 

1 Jha, Girish Nath. 'The System of Panini' http://www.languageinindia.com/feb2004/panini.html 
2 alpak~aramasandhigdharp. sarvadvisvatomukham 

astobhamanavadyarp. ca sutrarp. sutravido vidu~ 
3 sarp.jii.a va paribha~a ca vidhimiyama eva ca 

atideso' dhikiirasca ~advidha sutralak~al).am 
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Sutraplifha (SP) is arranged in eight adhyayas (chapters) each divided into four sub

chapters (padas). The SP has approximately 3965 rules (sutras) which have been 

arranged in x.x.x format (to be accessed in as adhyliya. pada. sutra format)4 

The following is a summary of topics discussed in the A~tadhyayi5 
-

Chapter I 

o Major definitional and interpretational rules 

o Rules dealing with extension (atidesa) 

o Rules dealing with atmanepada-parasmaipada 

o Rules dealing with the kliraka 

Chapter II 

o Rules dealing with compounds (samlisa) 

o Rules dealing with nominal inflection 

o Rules dealing with number and gender of compounds 

o Rules dealing with replacements relative to roots 

o Rules dealing with deletion by luk 

Chapter III 

o Rules dealing with derivational of roots ending in affixes san etc. 

o Rules dealing with the derivational of ending in a krt 

o Rules dealing with the derivational of ending in a tin 

Chapter IV 

o Rules dealing with derivation of a pada ending in a sup 

o Rules dealing with feminine affixes 

o Rules dealing with the derivational of nominal sterns ending in an affix termed 

taddhita 

4 Jha Girish Nath 'The System ofPanini' Language in India, volume 4:2 February 2004 
5 Sharma, Rama Nath, The A~tadhyayi of Pa1.1ini- Volume-I page-75-76 
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Chapter V, VI & VII 

o Rules dealing with doubling 

o Rules dealing with samprasiiral}a 

o Rules dealing with the sarhhita 

o Rules dealing with the augment (iigama) suf 

o Rules dealing with accents 

o Rules dealing with phonological operations relatives to a pre-suffix base (miga) 

o Rules dealing with operations relative to affixes augment etc. 

Chapter VIII 

o Rules dealing "Yith doubling (dvitva) relative to a pada 

o Rules dealing with accent relative to a pada 

o Rules dealing with other phonological relatives to a pada 

o Rules dealing with miscellaneous operations relative to a non-pada 

Chapter Padai Pada II Pada III PadaiV Total Rules 

l st 74 73 93 109 349 

2"11 71 38 73 85 267 

3rct 150 188 176 117 631 

4th 176 144 166 144 630 

5th 135 140 119 160 554 

6th 217 198 138 175 728 

7th 103 118 119 97 437 

8th 74 108 119 68 369 

Total Rules in A~tadhyayi 3965 

Table 2.1: Distribution of AD siitras 

Kapoor(1992) has reduced the treatment of subject matter into four divisions6
: Chapters 

1-2 dealing with classification and enumeration of bases and categories, Chapters 3-5 

6 Kapoor, Kapil, "Text Interpretation: The Indian Tradition" 
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consist of prakrti-pratyaya enumeration, and derivation of bases, Chapters 6-8.1 deal 

with the synthesis of prakrti-pratyaya, and Chapters 8.2-8.4 deal with the rules of 

morphophonemics. 

2.1.1 Siva sfitras or pratyahara sfitra (PS) 
Siva siUras or pratytihtira sutra is a set of 14 satras. PaQ.ini uses these satras to generate 

pratyaharas ( abbreviatory terms). The use of these pratyaharas is to build phoneme

cluster which he uses to economically specify in the domain of application of various 

rules. These 14 satras are-

o a i uN 

o r!K 

o eoN 

o ai au C 

o hyvrT 

o faN 

o fimrll:zn¥ 

o Jh bh R 

0 gh t;lh dh ~ 

o Jbgt;Ids 

o kh ph ch th th c tt V 

0 kp y 

o §~s R 

0 h L. 

[31 ~~~] 

r-tt ~ Cf] 

[Q: * ~,] 
~aft'~] 

~<fq1:~] 

l_'c;f~] 

rr11~ur-;:rl\J 

~~~] 

l_trG" ~~] 

1_"\jf"Gflfs?;~ 

[@" lh"19 o ~ -:q C: o ~ 

[CI1 tr <{,] 

[W 1f ~ ~,] 

~c-u 

Of the hundreds of pratytihtiras that could in principle be formed from these sutras, 

Panini has used 43 (of a 44th introduced by later grammarians, ran=(r,l) ). Some 

prtytihtiras are ambiguous. For example, !l occurs twice in the list, which means that two 

different meanings can be assigned to pratytihtira UIJ (including or excluding ! etc.) 
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2.1.2 Dhatupatha (1967 verb roots- 2014 including kaiJtJviidi roots) (DP). 

The dhiitupiifha is a lexicon of Sanskrit verb roots assumed or explicitly called by the SP 

component There are 1967 verb roots, 2014 including ka':u;lviidi roots in Pailini 

dhiitupiifha. It is organized into ten classes as follows -

Sr. Class Total roots Modification 

1 bhvadi 1035 sap 

2 adadi 71 Luk 

3 juhotyadi 24 su 

4 divadi 141 syan 

5 svadi 34 snu 

6 tudadi 155 sa 

7 rudhadi 25 snam 

8 tanadi 10 u 
9 kryadi 62 sna 

10 curadi 410 sap 

Total 10 1967 10 

Table 2.2: Distribution ofDP 

2.1.3 GaJ}apatha (GP) 

GP is a group-wise list of primitive nominal bases, each group (known as ga7Ja) serving a 

common function in the description. For example: sarviidi, ajiidi, saradiidi etc. The 

various classes like krt, taddhita, strf, sup, tbi and the 18 upasargas operate on these 

bases (including 23 pronouns) 7• 

2.2 Kfdanta in Sanskrit Grammar 

7 Jha, Girish Nath, 'The System ofPanini' Language in india 
http://www.languageinindia.com/feb2004/panini.html 
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The adhiktira of sutra 'pratyayaJ:t' [3.1.1} is carried to the sutra 'ni~praval,liSca' [5. 4.160 ]. 

Thus the adhiktira of pratyayaJ:t is in third, fourth and fifth adhyaya of a~tiidhyayi. The 

suffixes said in these adhyaya are of two kinds, the suffixes which are added to verb root 

and the suffixes which are added to nominal base.The suffix means, which being added 

after verb root or nominal base, extend their meaning, e.g., kr (root) means 'to do' and kr 

+ tr = karta means 'doer' 

2.2.1 Suffixes joined to dhatus 

The suffixes which are added to verb roots are in the third chapther of a~tadhyayi. They 

are of four kinds-

dhatu-pratyaya (san, kyac, ktimyac, kya~ etc. 12 suffixes which are described in sutras 

3.1..5 to 3.1.32). 

vikaral}a-pratyaya (The suffix which comes in between verb root and krt or tin suffix. 

These suffixes are described in sutras 3.1.33 to 3.1.90). 

tiil-pratyaya (The suffixes in the place of la!, li!, lu! etc. laktiras These suffixes are 

described in sutras 3.1.91 to 3.4.116, these are inflectional suffixes). 

Iq-t-pratyaya (tavyat, tavya, anfyar etc. suffixes. tin and krt suffixes are described from 

dhiitoJ:t(3.1. 91) to chandasyubhayathti(3. 4.117). The suffixes which are not tin are known 

as lqi suffixes by the sutra krdatin(3.1.93). When the word is formed by adding lqi suffix 

to verb root, it is called krdanta and by krttaddhitasamastisca it is declared prtitipadika, 

by adding 'su' etc. suffixes, a sub ant a form is formed. By 'suptinantam padam ' it 

becomes pada. To form a krdanta, we have to know with which verb root, in which 

meaning, which suffix is congugated and how and according to which sutra. Yaska has 

described four types of padas- nama, tikhytita, upasargas and nipata. The krdanta comes 

under nama pada. 

2.2.2 An overview of kfdanta system 

Words derived from Sanskrit verbal roots are classified into two groups: -Finite verbs, 

Word other than finite verbs. The difference of formation can be achieved by adding 

different suffixes to the verb root. Finite verbs are formed by adding tin suffixes while all 
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other words are derived by adding krt suffixes to the verb root. All the verbal suffixes 

besides tin are called krt. krt is a technical term of Piif}inian grammar that covers a vast 

field, both structurally as well as semantically.8 The primary nominal derivatives from 

the verb roots are krdanta. The krt suffixes are added to roots or their modified forms, to 

form nouns, adjectives and indeclinables; e.g. kr - kiira, krtr, kara1Ja, kurvat, karu~yat, 

cak.rvas, krtva, kartum. These are called krdantas or primary nominal bases.9 The main 

difference between krt and tin is that krdanta are nouns, adjectives and indeclinables not 

verb, but tinanta are always verb. The main difference between krt and taddhita is that 

taddhita comes always after noun, adjective, indeclinable or verb to form a new noun, 

adjective, indeclinable or verb while krt suffix comes only after verb root. The krdantas 

which are noun or adjective have various word forms and those which are indeclinable 

are unchanged. For example, gam + trc = gantr has various forms while gam + ktva = 

gatvii is unchangeable. There is a peculiar class of krt or primary affixes technically 

designated by Sanskrit grammarians as Uf}iidi or those beginning with the affix U1Ja i.e. 

the affix 'u' with the mute or indicatory letter 'IJ ', so called from the words kiiru, viiru etc. 

These U1Jiidi affixes form primary nouns, like krt affixes, form verbal roots, but are 

classed separately because their application is limited, and because the nouns derived by 

their means are either formed irregularly, or the connection between their senses and the 

meanings of roots from which they are supposed to be derived is not so clearly 

discernible as in the case of other primary derivatives. 10 

Pal).ini gave a negative definition of krt by saymg krdatin II, 'asmin dhatvadhikiire 

tinvarjita~ pratyayaya~ krt sarrzjno bhavati' i.e. all that has been said under the adhikara 

of dhiito~ 12 besides tin is krt. Two important features of krt which emerge from the 

definition are-

o lqi suffixes are added to verbal roots 

o All suffixes added to verbal roots with the exception of tin are lqi 

8 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
9 Kale, M.R., A Higher Sanskrit Grammar 
10 Kale, M.R., A Higher Sanskrit Grammar 
11 PiiQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 3 .1.93 
12 PiiQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 3 .1.91 
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Words formed by adding krt suffixes are known as krdanta and words formed by adding 

tin suffixes are known as tinanta. But both are not identical in nature. Whereas tin 

suffixes are those that denote syntactical relationship, lqi suffixes are only word-forming 

suffixes. According to Pal).ini's definition a pratipadika (nominal stem) can be of two 

types, underived and derived. The derived pratipadika can be so formed by adding krt 

suffixes to verbal roots and taddhita suffixes to nominals. They can also be obtained by 

compounding two or more words. The two siitras of Pal).ini 'arthavadadhtiturapratyaya~ 

pratipadikam ' and 'krttaddhitasamasasca' lead us to the conclusion that though root and 

suffix are independent meaningful units under certain circumstances, when they are 

joined they merge their separate identity and form a meaningful unit. 13 

krt suffixes are of three kinds according to the Siddhantakaumudf (SK) by Bhaffojidf/cyita-

2.2.2.1 Krtya 

From the siitra krtya~14 to the siitra fJVultrcau 15 all the suffixes treated will get the name 

of krtya. The term krtya, though constituting a subdivision of krt is very significant. It is 

used for the following suffixes tavyat, tavya, anfyar, yat, f}yat, kyap and kelimar. For 

example- pafhitavyam, patavya, pafhanfya, pacelima, jeyam, deyam, etc. Afterwards 

Katyayana has added kelimar in the the list of lqiya suffixes. krtya suffixes are always 

used in bhava-vacya and karma-vacya in neuter singular. krtya are also used as a noun or 

an adjective as opposed to other suffixes of this class, which are prescribed in specific 

tenses. The word formed by krtya suffixes may be called Passive Potential Participles or 

Future Passive Participles. 

2.2.2.2 Piirvakfdanta suffixes 

13 Shanna, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
14 Piit)ini A~tadhyayi; 3 .1.95 
15 Piit)ini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.113 
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From the sutra I'}Vultrcau to the sUtra tumumyvulau kriyiiyiif!l kriyiirthiiyiim 16 all the 

suffixes treated, will get the name of Parvakrdanta. These suffixes are used in 

kartrviicya only. These suffixes are I'}VUl, trc, lyu, l'}ini, ac, ka, af}, fa, kha§, khac, kvanip, 

tja, kta, ktavatu, §atr, siinac, siikan, U, kvip, itra, etc. For example karttii, kumbhakiira~, 

janamejaya~, piifhaka~, pathanti etc. 

2.2.2.3 Uttarakfdanta suffixes 

From the sUtra tumunl'}vulau kriyiiyiif!l kriyiirthiiyiim to the sutra anvacyiinulomye 17 all the 

suffixes treated will get the name of uttarakrdanta. These suffixes are tumun, ghafi, erac, 

ap, ktr, athuc, nafi, nan, ktin, khat, yuc, ktvii, !yap, l'}amula, Ul'}a etc. For example, gantum, 

khiiditum, svapnam, gat*, gatvii, vihiiya, iidiiya etc. 

2.2.3 Classification of kft suffixes 

·Within the purview of krt there are a number of subordinate terms such as, krtya, ni~tha, 

sat, siirvadhiituka, Ardhadhiituka, etc. The following is the list of 1q1: suffixes. In this list 

those 1q1: suffixes are also included which have been grouped under various subheads. 

Krtya- From the sutra krtyii~ 18 to the sutra I'}VUltrcau19 all the suffixes treated will get the 

name of krtya. These suffixes are seven in number- tavyat, tavya, anfyar, yat, l'}yat, kyap 

and kelimar. 

Sarvadhatuka20
- suffixes denoted by the abbreviatory term tin (3.4.78) and suffixes 

marked with § as an it, are termed siirvadhiituka. These suffixes are nine in number- satr, 

khas, siinan, e§a, §adhyain, siinac, ciina§, §a, §adhyai. 

Ardhadhatuka21
- The suffixes other than tin and those with an indicatory § subjoined to 

a verbal root, are called Ardhadhiituka. These suffixes are- I'}VUl, I'}VUC, f}a, at}, I'}Vi, I'}Vin, 

16 Pai:lini A~tadhyayi; 3.3.10 
17 Piii:lini A~tadhyayi; 3.4.64 
18 Piii:lini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.95 
19 Pai:lini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.113 
20 Pai:lini A~tadhyayi; 3.4.113 
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ghinw:z, wz, inw:z, vufi, f}ini, fJYUf, khukafi, fiyuf, ghafi, ukafi, f}ac, khamufi, f}yat, ifi, ka, 

kvin, vic, kafi, kvanip, ktavatu, kiinac, gasnu, kmarac, kvarap, ki, kru, klukan, nan, ali, kse, 

kadhyai, taveli, kasun, Kenya, kelimar, tavyat, yat, lyu, ~vun, vun, 1Jmul, kyap, fak, vif, 

kvip, kap, kta, fjvanip, kvasu, knu, kurac, kin, najili, krukan, ktri, ktin, ktic, kasen, 

kadhyain, kamul, ken, ktva, tavya, anfyar, trc, ath, thakan, fa, in, fja, khi~f}UC, manin, ini, 

trn, yuc, aluc, ghurac, aka, aru, fju, itra, ap, nan, ani, gha, se, ase, adhyai, tavai, tosun, 

khac, fjar, atrn, vanip, khyun, i~IJUC, ~akan, ru, u, ra, varac, ~fran, tumun, athuc, a, lyuf, 

khal, sen, asen, adhyai, taven, tvan. 

Of these k.rt suffixes twenty-six, i.e. se, sen, ase, asen, kse, kasen, adhyai, adhyain, 

kadhyai, kadhyain, sadhyai, sadhyain, tavai, taveli, taven, tosun, kasun, 1JmUl, kamuf, ken, 

kenya, tvan, ki, kin, kvasu and kiinac are used only in Vedic and not in the classical 

language. se, sen, ase, asen, kse, kasen, adhyai, adhyain, kadhyai, kadhyain, sadhyai, 

sadhyain, tavai, taveli and taven are used as an alternative of tumun while tosun, kasun, 

1Jmul and kamul are the alternatives of ktva, ken, kenya and tvan are used in place of 

krtya suffixes. tavai which is used as an alternative form of tumun is also used in place 

of krtyas. Similarly, tosun and kasun which are alternative forms of ktva are also used to 

denote the name of an action only. Kvasu and kiinac are used as participles of the 

perfect.22 

2.3 Kfdanta Tags 

R. Chandrashekhar, as part of his Ph.D. thesis (Part-of-speech tagging for Sanskrit) 

designed tagset for sandhi-free classical Sanskrit prose text. The designed tagset is 

classified according to the morphological structure of the categoris. There are two kinds 

of tags in this tagset. Word class main tags and feature sub-tags. This Sanskrit tagset 

contains 65 word class tags, 43 feature sub-tags and 25 punctuation tags and one tag UN 

to tag unknown words, totally 134 tags. A single tag is a combination of word class tag 

21 Pal).ini A~tadhyayi; 3.4.114 
22 Shanna, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
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and feature sub-tags. The participle tags or the lqdanta tags are representing the tense and 

mood information are 9 in number in this tagset. 23 

KVl Kfdanta Vartamana 1 (satr, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. 
kurvan, gacchat) Past Active Participle 

KV2 Kfdanta Vartamana 2 (sanae, satr, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. 
labhamanah, vardhamanam) Past Middle/ Active Participle 

KBl Kfdanta Bhiita 1 (kta with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. dr~!a~, 
gat am) Past Passive Participle 

KB2 Kfdanta Bhiita 2 (ktavat, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. uktavat, 
dr~favan) Past Active Participle 

KAa Kfdanta Agami a (sya-satr, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. 
kari~yat ) Future Active Participle 

KAb Kfdanta Agami b (sya-sanac, with gender and declensional sub-tags) 
( e.g.kariSyamana ) Future Passive Participle 

KVII Kfdanta Vldhyarthaka 1 (-ya, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. 
karya) Gerundive 

KVI2 Kfdanta VIdhyarthaka 2 (-tavya, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. 
kartavya) Gerundive 

KVI3 Kfdanta Vldhyarthaka 3 ( -aniya, with gender and declensional sub-tags) (e.g. 
karm:zfya) Gerundive 

Table 2.3: lqdanta tags 

2.4 Kft suffixes table 

In the following table 1361qt suffixes are listed with their meaning and example of their 

use. 

23"Part-Of-Speech Tagging For Sanskrit" (Ph.D., Thesis, R. Chandrashekar, J.N.U., 2007) 
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Suffixes Sfitra No. Suffixes Meaning Example 

prescribed in efficient 

by PiiJ}ini form 

qufft (kartari) q '?lfl{C(l 
~ (kvin) 3.1.58-60 Null 

(mantrasprk) 

qufft, ~-qufft 
"' ' 

mer, 34f.i~~' 
' 

~ -;:q qmc);- ~' fctw:, 
' 

3.2.61, 3.2.87-92, 

3.2.76, 3.2.177-
'8. \iii~ I~ (kartari, bhiite- ~ 

fcfqq (kvip) 
' 

Null kartari, bhave, akartari (upani~ad, 179, 3.3.94 

(Vartika) ca karake sarhjfiayam) brahmaha, 

vibhrat, 

sam pat) 

~ (viO 3.2.67-69 Null qufft (kartari) ~= 

(abjal;l) 

f{Rq (Q.vin) 3.2.71-72 Null qufft (kartari) ~: 
(svetaval;l) 

fUq (Q.vi) 3.2.62-64 Null qufft (kartari) ~ 
(arhsabhak) 

~(vic) 3.2.73 Null ~ (kartari) ~ 
' 

(upaya!) 

qufft, mer, ~ -;:q 

3.1.134, 3.2.9-15, qmc);- '8. \iii~ I ~ (kartari, 
3-R{ (ac) 31 (a) 

3.3.56 bhave, akartari -q:q:' -:q?:T: ca 

karake sarhjfiayam) 
(pacal;l, 
cayah) 

qufft, 'l"lfcl&lffi- ~:, 

~ Gh~l~lii 
CfiiU:S(W'IIq: 

(kumbhakara 3.2.1-2, 3.3.23, ' 
31U( (aQ.) 

3.3.12 
31 (a) (kartari, bhavi~yati- Q, 

kriyarthayarh 
k~<;lalaval;l) 

kriyayam) 
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mcf, ~ -:q cnm);- amcr:, ~= 

~ (ap) 
3.3.50-55, 3.3.57-

3.1" (a) fi~l~lf"l (bhave, akartari 
(araval:l, 

87 vadhal:l) 

ca karake sarhjfiayam) 

3.1.135-36, qufft (kartari) fa:r:r: (k~ipal:l) 
en (ka) 3.1.144, 3.2.3-7, 3.1" (a) 

3.2.55, 3.2.77 

~ (kafi) 3.2.60 3.1" (a) qufft (kartari) ~: 
G 

(tadrsah) 
qufft (kartari) ~: 

~ (khac) 3.2.38-47 :a.r (a) 
(priyarhvada 
~) 

mcf, cn+ffUr -:q, ~- ~!::fo,<;oJ\l"' :, 

~ (bhave, 
~: 
"' 

~ (khal) 3.3.126-127 3.1" (a) (f~adbhojal:l, 

karmani ca, lq'cchra- du~karal:l) 

alq'cchrarthe~u) 

qufft (kartari) \i1'1~\i1~: 
~ (khas) 3.2.28-37, 3.2.83 3.1" (a) 

(janamejaya~ 

) 

~' ~ -:q ~""cl"60~:, 

fi~l~ll4 
~= 

~ (gha) 
3.3.118-119, 

3.1" (a) 
(karaJ).e, 

( dantacchada ' 
3.3.125 adhikaraJ).e ca ~. akhanal:l) 

sarhjfiayam) 

mcf, ~ -:q cnm);- ~·~· ., ., 

'8·~1~1l4 Cfi'(UIJR}Cfl'(UI<i): ~= 3.3.16-42, 3.3.45-
(tyahal:l, ' 

~ (ghafi) 55, 3.3.62-65 3.1" (a) (bhave, akartari ca rang a~, 

3.3.120-125 karake sarhjfiayam 
avataral:l) 

karaJ).adhikaraJ).ayo~) 

c (ta) 3.2.16-22 :a.r (a) qufft (kartari) ~: 

(kurucarah) 

GCf (!ak) 3.2.8, 3.2.52-55 :a.r (a) qufft (kartari) ~: 

(surapa~) 
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q;-ffi:, ~-q;-ffi:, ~:, 
3.2.48-50, 3.2.97-

Cfi '(011 ffi Cfi '(Oil! I : tHffl\ji&J, 
(kartari, ' 

5 (<;la) 101,3.3.125 3T (a) 31ref: 

(Vartika) bhute-kartari, (antahaQ, 

karal).adhikaral).ayol:t) 
sarastJam, 
akhal:t) 

mt, ~ -:q ~ O!IICI?hl !iA 

DR{ (l).ac) 3.3.43 3T (a) ti~I<!OIIl"l_ (bhave, akartari 
(vyavakrosi) 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

q;-ffi:, mt, ~ -:q m:,~ 

3.1.137-139, ~ ti~I<!OII&l (kartari, 
(pibal:t, kriya) 

~(sa) 3T (a) ' 
3.3.100-101 bhave, akartari ca karake 

samjfiayam) 

ur (l).a) 3 .1.140-14 3 3T (a) q;-ffi: (kartari) ~: 

Gvalah) 
mt, ~ -:q ~ \Tffi Gara) 

~(an) 3.3.104-106 3T (a) ti~I<!OIIl"l_ (bhave, akartari 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

mt, ~ -:q ~ Rl<il tlf 

3T (a) 3.3.102-103 3T (a) ti~I<!OIIl"l_ (bhave, akartari 
(cikir~a) 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

q;-ffi:, ~~624Rl ~ ~:, 

bh<!OII<!OII&l, mt, ~-:q '>I =c;gQ>Cfil 

(gayakal:t, ' 

3.1.133, 3.3.1 0, 
~ ti~I<!OII&l (kartari, pracchardika) 

' 
UW( (l).vul) 31cfl (aka) 

bhavi~yati-kriyarthayam 3.3.108-110 

kriyayam, bhave, 

akartari ca karake 

sarhjfiayam) 

~ (l).VUC) 3.3.111 arcfl(aka) <mt (bhave) !iii~Cfil 
(sayika) 
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cll "i:Jl fB ~ -cnift: f.Rq;-: 
¥\ (vufi) 3.2.146-147 31Cn(aka) ( nindakal:t) 

(tacchilike-kartari) 

~ (vun) 3.1.149-150 31Cn(aka) cnift: (kartari) ~: 

Givakah) 

~ (~vun) 3.1.145 31Cn(aka) cnift: (kartari) ~: 

( narttakah) 

wrt ~ (kartari) ~I <5€J ~;'(0 Iii 
3.2.56 3R (ana) ' 

(khyun) 
(a9hyailkaral). 
am 

~ (fiyut) 3.2.65-66 3R (ana) 
cnift: (kartari) 6&lCll6'1: 

(havyavahan 
ah) 

~ (l).yut) 3.1.147-148 3R (ana) 
~ (kartari) lf]'C:R": 

(gayanah) 

cll T4l fB ;$ - cnift:, mer, ~=.~, 
~= 

~ -:q ~ 'l"'i~l41ii, 
..::> 

(calanal)., 
' 

3.2.148-151, ~-~ 
karal).a, 
du~panal).) 

~ (yuc) 3.3.107, 3.3.128- 3R (ana) 
130 (tacchilike-kartari bhave, 

akartari ca karake 

samjfiayam lqcchra-

alqcchrarthe~u ) 

~ (lyu) 3.1.134 31'1" (ana) 
~ (kartari) ~= 

(nandanah) 

~ alif, '1tj'8&i' mer, ~:, 
~. ~ (bahula- ~ 

~ (lyut) 
3.3.113, 3.3.115-

31'1" (ana) 
~~= 

117 arthe, napumsake, bhave, (raj abhoj anal). 

karal).e, adhikaral).e) 
, hasanam, 
idhmapravras 
canah) 

mer, ~ -:q ~ ~: 

3R (ana) 3.3.112 '8·~141JOt (bhave, akartari 
( akaral).il).) 

~(an) 

ca karake samjfiayam) 
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qwrq 
3.2.106 3lR (ana) 

~ cnift (bhute-kartari) RIC1<111: 
' 

(kanac) ( cikyanal).) 
~-cnift ~: 

~ 3.2.129 3lR (ana) (bhufijanal).) 
(canas) (vartamane-kartari) 

~ cnift, ~ 4i1Jii1Ji, 
' 

~~~Ri 
qfil~JiiUIJi 

( vartamane- ' 
~ 3.2.124-127, 

3lR (ana) (pacamanam, 
(sanae) 3.3.14 (Vartika) kartari, anadyatane paci~yamaQ.a 

bhavi~yati) 
m) 

~ 
~-cnift lfCnlR: 

3.2.128 3lR (ana) (pavamanal:l) 
(sanan) (vartamane-kartari) 

~(in) 3.2.24-27 ~ (i) 
cnift (kartari) ~~Cfl~rl:: 

( sakrtkarih) 

~~ ~ "il" ~ cnrft: (karil:l) 

~(iii) 3.3.110 ~ (i) fi\iillll'\ (bhave, akartari 

ca karake sarhjfiayam) 

cll'€01~t1-cnift, ~~ llfit:, ~:, 
~: 

~ "il" ~ ti\iilliiJi 
' (papil:l, 

~ "il" 
upadhil:l, 
jaladhil:l) 

fcl; (ki) 3.2.171, 3.3.92-93 ~ (i) ( tacchllike-kartari bhave, 

akartari ca karake 

sarhjfiayam, lqcchra-

alqcchrarthe~u, 

karmaQ.yadhikaraQ.e ca) 

cll'€01~;1 cnift ~: (dadil:l) 
~(kin) 

' 
3.2.171 ~ (i) 

( tacchllike-kartari) 

~ 
cll '€01 ~ tll-cnift ~ (sami) 

3.2.141-145 ~(in) 
(ghinuQ.) ( tacchilike-kartari) 
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mer, arcmfft T.f cnm);- fi j 'IJ fc1 OJ Ji 
' 

fi\iillll~ (bhave, akartari 
( sa:rhraviJ:.lam 

m (inuJ:.l) 3.3.44 ~(in) ) 

ca karake sarhjfiayam) 

~-~ 
" ' 

\11"141~~ '81 Ji Fc1 ?tl4"l ' 
3.2.93, 3.2.156- ~ 

~ 
~ (ini) ~(in) (bhute-kartari, 

157 ( somavikrayi, 

tacchilike-kartari) prajavi) 

~' ~-~, mtr, 

311 q :?ll ell ~ T.f 
'8) Ji lJ I ;A) ' 

31Cl:?ll~ltl 3.1.134, 3.2.78-
fUtf.f (J:.lini) 82, 3.2.51, 3.2.85- ~(in) 

' 
(kartari, bhilte-kartari, (grahi, 

86, 3.3.170 
avasyake adhamarJ:.lye 

somayaji, 
avasyailkari) 

ca) 

\11 "141 ~ell ~ 31(1~f):WJ: 
~ 3.2.136-138 ~ (i~J:.lU) (alankari~J:.lu) 
(i~J:.lUC) ( tacchilike-kartari) 

~tllJ't{ 
~ (kartari) ~: 

3.2.57 ~ (i~J:.lU) (a<)hyambhav 
(khi~J:.lUC) 

i~J:.lUQ) 
\11"141~~-~ ~: 

~ 
3.2.154 ~ (uka) (la~ukal:t) ' 

(ukafi) (tacchilike-kartari) 

~ 
~ (kartari) ~: 

3.2.57 ~ (uka) ( sthillambhav 
(khukafi) 

ukah) 
cll"141~ell-~ ~: 

~(kurac) 3.2.162 "3r (ura) 
( tacchilike-kartari) 

(vidural:t) 

cliTJJl~~ ~ mw= 
~ 3.2.161 "3r (ura) (bhasural:t) 
(ghurac) ( tacchilike-kartari) 

oo, mer, Cll+ffiJl-, ~- 111 cl 0201 Ji 
' 

~ OO!f ~ (vidhou, bhave, 
(gatavyam) 

' 3.1.96 
(tavyat) (tavya) 

karmaJ:.li, bahula-arthe) 
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~ (tavya) 3.1.96 
~ 

(tavya) 

~ (trc) 3.1.133, 3.3.169 q- (tr) 

~ (trn) 3.2.135 q- (tr) 

3.2.102, 3.2.187-
m (kta) 188, 3.3.114, (f (ta) 

3.4.71-72 

~ (ktin) 3.3.94-97 ~ (ti) 

~ (ktic) 3.3.174 ~ (ti) 

fc.F-r (ktri) 3.3.88 N (tri) 

~(nail) 3.3.90 -;:r (na) 
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fa:m, mer, q;1ffilr, ~- ~, ffl d oq '"l 
~~"f- (asitavyam) 
~~ (vidhou, bhave, 

karmal).i, bahula-arthe) 

cnift, ~ (kartari, arhe) cnof, ~ 
(karta, 
vo<;lha) 

(tacchilike-kartari) 

~ _q;1ffi]r, qJfllq, 

'8.\iillllil, ~IRCFitffUI 
' 

CfiOf (karta) 

~,lRf:, 
~:, 
t>~~Rd:, llO: 

-:q, 31Tfitf: 

(bhute-

karmal).i, vartamane, 

saihjfiayam, adikarmanl 

kartari, bhave karmani 

ca, kartari karmal).i bhave 

ca, adhikaral).e 

'8.\iillll'"l_ (bhave, akartari 

ca karake saihjfiayam) 

'8.\iillll'"l_ (saihjfiayam) 

(pa!hitam, 
mataQ, 
devadattah, 
prasveditaQ, 
gatai:l) 

~: (bhutiQ) 

mer, ~ -:q ~ CtJ ~~'"l 
ckftrimam) 

'8.\iillll'"l_ (bhave, akartari 

ca karake saihjfiayam) 

mer, ~ -:q ~ <f\i1": (yajfiaQ) 

fi\iillll'"l (bhave, akartari 

ca karake saihjfiayam) 



~I ~ -:q ~ ~= 

~(nan) 3.3.91 'Of (na) ti\rll~lt"t (bhave, akartari 
(svapnal).) 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

d I '4§) PI ell q;-ffft ~: 
Cf1 (knu) 3.2.140 l (nu) (tresnu}:l) 

( tacchilike-kartari) 

~ 
d I iJ) PI&! q;-ffft +4G1Cfi 

' 
' 3.2.172 ~ (naj) (svapnak) 

(najin) ( tacchl1ike-kartari) 

mml mer, ~ -:q ~'~' ' 

~ fi\rll ~I tot, cn+f, ~ 
ftti'RII 

(kheyam, 

~ (kyap) 
3 .1.1 06-121' <r (ya) (vidhou, bhave, akartari vrajya, 
3.3.98-100 samajya) 

ca karake sarhjfiayam, 

karma, bahula) 

~ (lyap) 7.1.37 <r (ya) 
mer (bhave) ~ 

(agatya) 
mm, mer, q;1ffar, ~- ~ (geyam) 

~ (yat) 3.1.97-106 <r (ya) am (vidhou, bhave, 

karmal).i, bahula-arthe) 

~~ mer, q;1ffar, ~- ~ 
' 

am (vidhou, bhave, 
(karyam) 

mq (Q.yat) 3.1.122-132 <r (ya) 

karmaQ.i, bahula-arthe) 

ol "£41 PI ell -q;-ffft ~: (bhirul:t) 
~ (kru) 3.2.174 "fl (ru) 

( tacchilike-kartari) 

cl I iJl ~ell -q;-ffft ~: 
~ 3.2.174 (Vartika) ~ (ruk) 
(krukan) (tacchilike-kartari) (bhirukaQ.) 

clliJl~ell ~ ~: ( daru}:l) 
"fl (ru) 3.2.159 -;- (ru) 

( tacchilik e-kartari) 

d I :aJl PI ell -cmfft -;:nJ: (namral:t) 
r (ra) 3.2.167 r (ra) 

( tacchilike-kartari) 
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clli41Pl~-~ w-fttrr, 

~ 3.2.74-75, 3.2.94-
(tacchilike-kartari) ~m 

' cq (van) 
(kvanip) 96 (sudhiva, 

paradrsva) 

Cff.tt:r ~ (kartari) ~ 
' 3.2.74-75 cq (van) 

(vanip) (bhuridava) 

~ 
3.2.103 cq (van) 

~ -~ (bhute-kartari) ~ (sutva) 
' ' 

(<;lvanip) 

CfCRtf 
clli41Plcf1 -~ ~: 

' 3.2.163-164 Cl1" (vara) 
(kvarap) ( tacchilike-kartari) (itvaral)) 

qrq cll=t41Pl~-~ tm: 
' 3.2.175-76 Cl1" (vara) 

(varac) ( tacchilike-kartari) (Isvaral)) 

~-~ 
' 
~ Q'iFclli, 

' 

3.2.124-127, 'l"l~t54Rl Q~t54"'clli ( vartamane-
' W (satr) 3.2.130-133, ~(at) 

3.3 .14 (Vartika) kartari, anadyatane (pacantam, 

bhavi~yati) paci~yantam) 

~-~ (~) ~ 

~ (es) 3.4.15 ~(e) ( chandasi-kftyarthe (avacak~e) 

(vidhou)) 

~-~ (~) ~ 

~(ken) 3.4.14 ~(e) ( chandasi -kftyarthe (avagahe) 

(vidhou)) 

~ ~ ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
3.4.9 

(sadhyain) (adhyai) tumarthe) (pibadhyai) 

~ ~ ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
3.4.9 

(sadhyai) (adhyai) tumarthe) (pibadhyai) 

~-arif (bahula- cmr: 
"30( (UI)) 3.3.1 "3" (u) 

arthe) (vayul)) 
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'8iir1cnJcncn: l{qChl~ ~h:s·cnFlii 
' ' 

~ 
(khamufi) 

3.4.25 31+( (am) (samanakartakayol) ( corankaram) 

piirvakale) 

~-~, ~. ~.m 

'8iiHcnJcncn: l{cfcnr~, ~. 

~ f<ll~)tl~ii' 
-.:> ' 

( chandasi -tumarthe, "3Ut:-q;ro:r 
' 

UllF( 3.4.12, 3.4.22, 31+( (am) 
abhik~l).ye, (vibhajam, 

(l).amul) 3.4.24, 3.4.26-64 samanakartakayol) smaram, 

piirvakale, smaram, 

ayathabhipretakhyane) svadunkaram 

, uccail)-

karam) 

~ 
~-~ (chandasi- ~Q(j)Q'\ 

3.4.12 31+( (am) 
(kamul) tumarthe) (apalupam) 

~ ~ 
~ _q;ift (bhiite-kartari) ~ 

3.2.102 ' 
(ktavatu) (tavat) (gatavan) 

q;ift (kartari) ~: 
1'"9" (gasnu) 3.2.139 ~ (snu) 

(ji~l).Ul)) 

ari41Pr$ _q;ift ~: 
~ 

3.2.160 m (mara) ' 
(kmarac) ( tacchilike-kartari) (srmaral)) 

d I =t:41 PI~ -q;ift ~: &<:l)Chi 
3.2.174 ¥ (luka) 

(klukan) (tacchilike-kartari) (bhilukal)) 

~-~ (chandasi- W (pre~e) 
em (kse) 3.4.9 ~ (se) 

tumarthe) 

~-~ (chandasi- qa_t ( vak~e) 
~ (se) 3.4.9 ~ (se) 

tumarthe) 
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~ ~ ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
3.4.9 

(kadhyai) (adhyai) tumarthe) (ahuvadhyai) 

q;$ ~ ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
' 3.4.9 

(kadhyain) (adhyai) tumarthe) (sriyadhyai) 

m ~-~ (chandasi- ~ (sutave) 
' 3.4.9 ocr (tave) 

(taveii.) tumarthe) 

~-~ (chandasi- fcH(W:t<51: 
~ 3.4.13, 3.4.17 ~(as) 
(kasun) tumarthe) (vilikha~) 

~-~ (fmft-) ~ 
~ 

3.4.14 ~ (enya) ( chandasi -lqiyarthe ( didrk~el)ya) 
(kenya) 

(vidhou)) 

fmfr, ~' Cfllffill, ~ qT) f~IJ""II: 

chf(W:jil{ 
3.1.96 (Vartika) ~ 312f (vidhou, bhave, (pace lima~) ' 

(kelimar) (elima) 
karmal)i, bahula-arthe) 

cmfft (kartari) Cfllli~~l 
~ 

'Cfl1{ (kap) 3.2.70 en (ka) 
(kamadugha) 

CF<RI 
~ -cmfft (bhute-kartari) ~: 

3.2.107-109 ~(vas) 
(kvasu) (aghayu~) 

-m- ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
' 3.4.9 am (ase) 

(kasen) tumarthe) (sriyase) 

M&, &liJh;l{, 3Wt ~' 

Q{lcHl!l ~1, ~' ~' 
'81ii'1ChJCfl~: ~cfctiiM, 3rn1Llf, 

~ (ktva) 3.4.18-22, 3.4.24, 
~(tva) ~ ~' ~ 3.4.59-64 

prati~edhe, vyatihare, ~' ~: 

paravarayoge, abhik~l)ye, 
~ (alam 

samanakartakayo~ 
dattva, 
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purvakale, apamitya, 

ayathabhipretakhyane) aprapya, 

bhuktva, 

smrtva 

smrtva, 

uccai~ lqtva) 

fflm, mtt, Cfllffiir, ~ Cfl'(On<!l~ 

~ 3.1.96 
~ ~ (vidhou, bhave, (karai).Iyam) 

(aniyar) (aniya) 
karmal).i, bahula-arthe) 

cmfft (kartari) ~= 
~ ~ 

3.1.146 
(thaka) (gathaka~) (thakan) 

cmfft (kartari) ~ m;q 
3.2.74-75 1R" (man) 

(sudama) ' (manin) 

cll TJJ1 ~c); cmfft ~: 

~(aluc) 3.2.158 3m1 (alu) 
( tacchilike-kartari) (dayalu~) 

cll TJJ1 ~ ;$ cmfft \l'llll '(C\Cfl : 

~ (iika) 3.2.165-166 . ~ (iika) 
(tacchilike-kartari) Gagaruk~) 

cll TJJ1 ~c); cmfft ~= 
3ffii (aru) 3.2.173 3ffii (aru) 

( tacchilike-kartari) (vanda~) 

cmfft (kartari) ~: 

! (c;lu) 3.2.180 "3" (u) 
(prabhu~) 

cmfft (kartari) ~ 
~ (itra) 3.2.184-186 ~ (itra) 

(pavitram) 

~~ ~ (chandasi-
am (ase) 3.4.9 am (ase) 

tumarthe) Givase) 

~~ (chandasi- 341iH~ 

~ ~ 
tumarthe) (upacaradhya 3.4.9 

(adhyai) (adhyai) 
i) 
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~-¢-~ ~ 

<m) (chandasi-
(paridhatave) 

~ (tavai) 3.4.9, 3.4.14 ~ (tavai) 

tumarthe-lqiyarthe 

(vidhou)) 

~ 
~-¢ (chandasi- ~: 

3.4.13, 3.4.16 ~ (tos) 
(to sun) tumarthe) (abhicaritoJ:l) 

Cfl {Oil Rl Cfl {01 <Oil : amsrr: 
n (9ara) 3.3.125 (Vartika) 3R" (ara) 

(karal).adhikaral).ayoJ:l) (akharaJ:l) 

~ (atrn) 3.2.104 ~(at) ~ -Cflift (bhute-kartari) ~ Garan) 

~ 
\11 =t4l PI ell Cflift \i1 C'Q I Cfl : 

' 3.2.155 3TTCfl (aka) 
(~akan) ( tacchilike-kartari) GalpakaJ:l) 

\11 =t4l PI ell -Cflift ~: 
"3' (u) 3.2.168-170 "3' (u) 

( tacchflike-kartari) (bhik~uJ:l) 

~Fcl&~kl-~ ~. ~ 
bhl!lll!ll&i, 

' ~. :?ICHlfd ~ 

:? I CHl \"<ll fa~:q ~ (patum, m 3.3.10, 3.3.158, 
¥-(tum) 

(tumun) 3.3.167, 3.4.65-66 bhoktum, (bhavi~yati-kri yarthayam 

kriyayam, iccharthe~u, saknoti 

saknotyadi~varthe~u) bhoktum) 

~ (~tran) 3.2.181-183 ~ (tra) Cflift (kartari) ~ (dhatri) 

mt, ~ -:q ~ ~: 

~ ti\iiii!OIISOI_ (bhave, akartari 
(athuc) 

3.3.89 ~ (athu) (vepathuJ:l) 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

~(sen) ~ (se) 
~-¢ (chandasi- cra:T ( vak~e) 

3.4.9 
tumarthe) 
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~ ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
' 3.4.9 am (ase) 

(asen) tumarthe) Givase) 

~-~ (chandasi- 3QiiH:t4" 

3WR 
3.4.9 

31Ut 
tumarthe) (upacaradhya ' 

(adhyain) (adhyai) 
i) 

m ~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
' 3.4.9 ~ (tave) 

(taven) tumarthe) (gantave) 

~-~ (fcfm) cm=chr 
' 

~ (tvan) 3.4.14 ~(tva) ( chandasi -lqiyarthe (kartvam) 

(vidhou)) 

lff1 
dl=t:4l~&l -~ ~: 

3.2.139 ~ (snu) 
(gasnu) ( tacchilike-kartari) (glasnul)) 

met, ~ 'if ~ t@t: (pacil)) 

~ (ik) 3.3.108 (Vartika) ~ (i) fi\lil~l~ (bhave, akartari 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

met, ~ 'if ~ ~: 

~ (stip) 3.3.1 08 (Vartika) nt (ti) '8.\lil~l~ (bhave, akartari (pacatil)) 

ca karake samjfiayam) 

Cfi{OII~Cfl{OII!Il: 311 =(SI f."l Cfl : 

~ (ika) 3.3.125 (Vartika) ~ (ika) 
(karai).adhikaral).ayol)) (akhanikal)) 

~: 311 =(SI f."l Cfl q Cfl : 

$CfiCICfl 
3.3.125 (Vartika) 

$CfiCICfl (karai).adhikaral).ayo I)) (akhanikavak 
(ikavaka) (ikavaka) 

a})) 

ell (kai) 
~-~ (chandasi- ~ (prayai) 

3.4.10 ~ (ai) 
tumarthe) 

~-~ (chandasi- ~ 
~ (i~yai) 3.4.10 ~ (i~yai) 

tumarthe) (rohi~yai) 
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~-~ (chandasi- ~ (drse) 
c);- (ke) 3.4.11 T!; (e) 

tumarthe) 

Table 2.4: krt suffixes 

2.5 Usage of commonly used Iq-t suffixes 

Tavyat, tavya, anfyar, yat, l}yat and kyap are the six suffixes which are used to derive 

verbal adjectives. The suffix ya?A is added on to roots ending in a vowel in the sense of 

'fit for' or 'fit to be' or 'ought to be'. When the suffix yat is added to roots ending in 

vowels the vowels undergo the following changes, final 'a, e, ai' and 'o ' are changed to 

'e', e.g. deya, dheya. Roots ending in 'r' and those ending in a consonant take the affix 

l}yat in the same sense as yat. Before the affix the ending 'ch' and 'j' of a root are 

changed to 'k' and 'g' respectively and the final vowel and the penultimate a take vrddhi 

substitute; any other penultimate vowel generally take gulJa. e.g., kiirya, dharya?5 The 

root 'il} ~tu, sasa, v.rii, d.ni ' and roots having '!' short for their penultimate, except krp 

and qt, take the affix kyap in the same sense as yat. When a root ends in a short vowel, 

't' is inserted between the final vowel and affix kyap. e.g., itya, stutya, siis, vrtya, adrtya, 

ju~ya.26 The suffixes tavyat and anfyar are added to root or derivative bases in the sense 

of 'must be', 'fit to be'. Before these the ending vowel and the penultimate short of a 

root take their gul}a substitute. Before tavyat set roots take 'i ', anit roots do not, and vet 

roots take it optionally. Before anfyar penultimate 'r' is always changed to 'ar' and not to 

'r '. e.g., datavya, danfya. 

The Potential Participle is formed by means of affixes tavya, anfyar27
, yat and rarely 

kelimar, added to a root or derivative verb. This is passive when the verb is transitive and 

impersonal when the verb is intransitive. The suffix kelimar was added later by 

kiityayana in the list of krtya suffixes. Katyayana had probably detected in his time the 

use of a number of forms showing the suffix kelimar. In order to account for these forms 

24 Pal).ini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.97 
25 Pal).ini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.124 
26 Pal).ini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.1 09 
27 Pi'il).ini A~tadhyayi; 3.1.96 
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he added the suffix kelimar. 'Paeelima ma~a~' meaning paktavya~ and 'bhidelima 

sarala~ meaning bhettavya~ are the example provided by patafijali in the Mahabha~ya?8 

Words ending in satr and sanae are Present Participles. Shorn of the indicatory letters '§, 

r' and 'e' these suffixes are only 'at' and 'ana ' in their efficient form. 'at' is found with 

parasmaipada roots while 'ana' is found with atmanepada roots. At times 'm ' is inserted 

between the root and the suffix ana and therefore, it appears to be mana in the final stage. 

Usually this 'm' is inserted after roots ending in short 'a'. These suffixes are not added 

straight to the root, istead, they are added after the vikarm;a have been added and a stem 

has been formed as in the case of present indicative, 'm' e.g., bhu > bhava > bhavat. The 

participle of the Present Passive is also formed with the suffix sanae along with the 

augment mum. This suffix is added to the passive base of the present indicative e.g., ci > 

efya > efyamaan. The suffixes of present participle denote the agent and object of the 

action. Therefore, the number and gender of these words follow either that of the agent or 

of the object. These suffixes are used in active as well as passive voice with the verbs 

which may be titianta or krdanta. 

The suffix kta and ktavatu are added to the primary as well as the derived roots to form 

the Past Participle. The 'ta' of the suffix kta undergoes morphophonemic change after 

certain roots. Hence it is found as 'na, ka, va, la' and 'rna' also. The change of the suffix 

kta to na has been described by Pal)ini in a number of situations, i.e., (a) wherever the 

suffix kta immediately follows the consonant 'd' and 'r', (b) after those roots ending in 'a, 

e, ai' and 'a ' which begin with a conjuct consonant and certain a semivowel (c) after 

some other roots, e.g., ha, §vi, bhuj etc. When the suffix kta changes to 'na', the final 'd' 

of the root is also changed to 'na '. e.g., svid + kta = svinna, bhid + kta = bhinna etc. 

There are some roots with which kta is optionally changed to 'na ', such as vid > 

vitta/vinna. The suffixes kta and ktavatu are added to a root in three ways, with an 

intermediate 'i ', without an intermediate 'i' and with an optional intermediate 'i '. kta is 

28 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
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added without 'i' to ani! roots and with 'i' to sef roots. To all derivative roots except 

those which already end in 'i ', kta and ktavatu are added with intermediate 'i '?9 

The Participles of the Perfect, both reduplicated and periphrastic can be formed by 

adding different suffixes. The reduplicated perfect takes the participle suffix kvasu. It is 

generally added to the weak base of the reduplicated perfect but when the weak base 

consists of only one syllable, the suffix is added with an intermediate 'i '. The suffix kvasu 

is for Perfect Parasmaipada, for Perfect Atmanepada the suffix is ktinac, the suffix ktinac 

also like sanae remains only ana in the efficient form. Words ending in kvasu and ktinac 

are generally used in the Vedic language and sparingly in the classical language. 

The Indeclinable Past Participles are of the nature of gerund. The gerund is formed by 

adding the suffixes ktva and !yap to the primary root as well as to the derivative root. ktva 

is added to roots without an upasarga and !yap to those with an upasarga. e.g., nftva, 

agatya. When ktva is added to roots without an intermediate 'i' the roots undergo all the 

changes that they undergo when kta is added but when ktva is added with an intermediate 

'i' the roots take place change. Generally gw:za is substituted for penultimate short vowels 

and for final vowel and Gw:za may optionally be substituted for penultimate 'i' and 'u' of 

roots which begin with consonants and end in any consonant except 'v '. The indeclinable 

gerund formation ending in ktva and !yap is always used to denote an action in relation to 

another action, i.e. is refers to an action that has been done or will be done before some 

other action. Hence, it can be used in conjunction with verbs of all the three tenses. 

Morever, the verb can be a tilianta as also a krdanta.30 

The infinitives are found with the ending tumun suffix. This is verbal formation which 

does not have variation of suffixes. Tumun is added to all types of verbal roots to denote 

the infinitive. As in the case of other verbal krt formation tumun may be used with 

primary as well as derived roots. It may be followed by a past participle or a tilianta 

29 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
30 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
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formation in any of the three tenses. In order to denote the sense of oucitya and 

siimarthya the infinitive may be used with words other than verbals. 

khas, f}ini, kvip, kta, ktavatu, trn, kvasu, ktva and c;Jlqi suffixes denote the sense of past 

tense. The words formed by adding these suffixes are of two types, those that denote the 

agent of the action and those that denote the time of the action, e.g., sahayudhvii, gat a~, 

gataviin etc. 

khyun, 1JYUf, lyuf, lyu and iiyuf are the five lqi suffixes having yu which is ultimately 

replaced by an in all the cases. iiyuf is used in the Vedic language only, while 1JYU! and 

lyuf are used in the classical language. 1JYU! is added to a root to express the sense of an 

agent who perform an art, e.g., gai + 1JYU! =giiyana. The suffix lyuf is added to denote 

action only in neuter gender, e.g., has + lyuf = hasanam. The suffix khyun indicates an 

instrumental agent. Khyun is added to verb root kr to denote the sense of instrumental 

agent when kr follows the words iic;fhya, subhaga etc. The words thus formed are 

iic;fhyamkaraf}am, subhagamkaraf}am etc. The suffix yuc comes in the sense of the agent 

being in such a habit and after intransitive verbs denoting motion or sound. Yuc can be 

added to any transitive verb to denote a habit of the agent but it can be used with those 

intransitive roots only which denote motion or sound. e.g., cal + yuc =calan. 

The Suffixes f}VU!, I} VUe, vun, vuii and .JVUn are 'aka' in their applied form. The suffix f}Vul 

is added to all roots and denote the agent of the action, e.g., kiiraka. With some roots the 

f}VUI suffix forms the name of the diseases, e.g., prachardikii (vomiting). Sometimes it is 

added to denote the meaning of the roots, e.g., iisikii. The suffix !}VUe comes after a root 

in the sense of turn or order of succession, worthiness of respect, debt owned to another 

person or birth or production. The suffix vun is added to pru, sru and lu in the sense of 

skilful, e.g., pravaka, saraka, lavaka etc. This may be added to any root when the idea of 

a blessing is to be conveyed. The suffix vuii is added to nind, hims, klis, khiid, nas with vi, 

kship with pari, pariraf, pariviidi, vyiibhii.J and asuy to denote the agent of the action 

being in the habit of that action, e.g., nindaka, himsaka, khadaka etc. The suffix .JVUn 
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denotes an artist. It is used after a verb root to express the agent in the sense of an artist, 

e.g. nartaka, rajaka, khanaka etc31
• 

The suffix khal is added to any verb root with f~at, dur or su prefixed to it when the idea 

of ease or difficulty is present, e.g., f~atkaraJ:t, du~karaJ:t, sukaraJ:t etc. The suffix ghafi is 

added to roots ending in consonants has almost a universal application and a variety of 

senses, before this the final 'c' or 'j' are changed to 'k' or 'g'; e.g., pac - pakaJ:t, ruj -

rogaJ:t etc. 

Besides these common suffixes there are various krt suffixes by which verbal nouns are 

formed with various significations from roots or derivative bases. 

2.6 Role of anubandhas in krt suffixes . 
Anubandhas in general are a technical device adopted by Pal)ini to describe the structure 

of Sanskrit and therefore, they do not figure in actual use. An anubandha is a code-letter 

which indicates a grammatical function like elision and reduplication. Anubandhas plays 

an importence role in krt suffixes. In the krt suffixes 'i ', 'u ', 'r ', 'k ', 'kh ', 'gh ', 'fi ', 'c ', 

'ii ', 't', 'tj ', '~ ', 't ', 'n ', 'p ', 'r ', 'I', '§ ', and '~ ', are used as indicatory letters. In these 

indicatory letters 'c ', 'fi ', 'f', 'n ', 'p ', 'r ', and 'I', indicate the accent. 32 In krt suffixes 'i' 

as an anubandha is found in the penultimate as well as final position. In kvanip, vanip, 

tjvanip, manin, kvin, kvip, etc. it is in the penultimate position while in vini, ini, ~ini, ki 

etc. it is in the final position. In most of these cases, especially if it is followed by a 

consonant it only facilitates pronunciation. But if 'i' is in the final position it also serves 

to save the consonant before 'it' from becoming 'it' and thus from being dropped. 

The presence of 'u' as anubandha in the suffix ktavatu and kvasu etc. indicates that a 

stem formed by adding such a suffix takes the nasal augment 'num ' before 

sarvanamasthiina ending. 

31 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
32 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
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'r' as an anubandha is found in atrn and satr suffixes. Like the anubandha 'u ', 'r ', also 

indicate that a word formed by adding these suffixes would take the augment 'num ' 

before sarvaniimasthiina ending. But if satr comes after a reduplicated root it does not 

take the augment 'num '. 

Those suffixes in which 'k' is used as a indicatory letter (kit), the base does not undergo 

any phonological change or there is neither gw;a nor vrddhi in the base. 

'kh' is an exclusive anubandha of krt suffixes. It always stands at the beginning and has 

another letter ( c, fi, n, l and s ) as a second anubandha along with it. The purpose of mute 

kh is to indicate the augment of 'mum ' to words compounding with those that end in 

'khit' suffixes. The presence of 'gh' as an anubandha in a suffix is indicative of 

gutturalization of palatals, i.e. change of 'c' to 'k' and 'j' to 'g '. 'rj' like 'k' as an 

anubandha in krt suffixes prevents the possibility of gw;a or vrddhi in the base. 33 

'c' is used as an anubandha with the largest number of krt suffixes and is indicative of 

accent. The vowels used with 'c' are usually for the ease of pronunciation. The words 

formed with 'cit' suffixes are antodiitta. 'fi' as an anubandha is used with the eight krt 

suffixes. It indicates accent as well as certain grammatical processes. The word formed 

with a 'fiit' suffix has the acute accent on the first syllable. The exception of this rule are 

ghafinta formations of verb root kr~h and those having ii in the base. Such words have 

the acute accent on the final syllable. '!' as an anubandha with krt suffixes comes singly 

as well as with other anubandhas. It indicates that the words formed with '!it' suffixes 

will form the feminine by adding rjfp. 'rj' as an anubandha found with rja and rju krt 

suffixes. It indicates that the base drops its fi. fu is an exclusive anubandha with roots, rju 

is also a root anubandha. 'n' is found as an anubandha with number of krt suffixes. The 

presense of 'n ' in a suffix is indicative of the vrddhi of the penultimate 'a' and the final 

vowel of the root. 't' as an anubandha is found with the IJyat, tavyat and yat krt suffixes. 

It denotes only the accent of the words formed by adding such suffixes. The words 

derived with the 'tit' suffixes have svarita on the final syllable. But some exceptions are 

these rules. The presence of 'p' in a suffix indicates that it is anudiitta. In most of the 

33 Sharma, Dipti, Structure and Meaning 
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suffixes it has no other purpose to serve. But if 'p' appears with 'c ', it loses its force and 

the word becomes antodtitta. 

'r' used as an anubandha with a single krt suffix besides kelirnar also indicate the accent 

of a word. The words formed with 'rit' suffixes have the acute accent on the penultimate 

syllable. karnul, khal, l'}arnul, lyu, lyu! and !yap suffixes, 'I' is used as an anubandha. The 

base to which these suffixes are added always becomes antodtitta.34 

2.7 Rules for formation of Krt Suffixes in general 

The process of joining krt suffix to a verb root according to Pal).inian rules is as follows35
-

o it-sa1J1jfiti and deletion of anubandhas of verb root 

o l'}atva, ~atva, upadhtidfrgha and nurntigarna processes of verb root whichever 

applicable. 

o it-sa1J1jfiti and deletion of anubandhas of krt suffix. 

o Substitution (adesa) of krt suffix with ana, aka etc. whichever applicable. 

o If krt suffix is applied with a verb root in condition of some neighbouring word 

(upapada), compound of the verb root with that word36
, prtitipadika-sarpjfiti of 

whole37 and deletion of the vibhakti ofupapada38
• 

o Recognition of suffix as stirvadhtituka and tirdhadhtituka. 

o If sarvadhatuka, insertion of vikaral'}a, between verb root and krt suffix, of the 

gal'}a which the verb root belongs to. If ardhadhatuka, consideration of 

advisability of i! insertion (itjagarna). 

o If there is a rule for substitution of whole verb root in presense of specific suffix 

then substitution of verb root. 

o Consideration of extention rules about the krt suffix. 

o aliga-sa1Jljfiti of the whole part before krt suffix39
• 

34 ibid. 
35 Dikshit, Pushpa, A~tadhyayi Sahajabodha Vol. III 
36 PaQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 2.2.19 
37 PaQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 1.2.46 
38 PiiQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 2.4.71 
39 PaQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 1.4.13 
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o Processing of aftga according to the krt suffix. 

o Sandhi wherever applicable. 

o IJafva, ~atva etc. processes wherever applicable. 

o Now krdanta base ready for as a nominal derivative. 

2.8 Major Characteristic of lq"t Suffixes 

Krt suffixes can be structurally divided into two classes-

o Those Krt Suffixes that form declinable words 

o Those Krt Suffixes that form indeclinable words 

There division can also be made on the basis whether they form substantives or verbals. 

In all these krt suffixes yat, l'}yat, ghafi, trc, ktin, lyuf, kta, ktavatu, tumun and ktvii are 

very generally used and the rest are added to particular roots only and that also under 

specific conditions. 

Semantically the words formed by the Krt Suffixes can be divided into th~ following 

categories-

o Those carrying the sense of agent, e.g. nandana~, §obhana~, bha~aiJa~, nartaka~, 

karaka~, hiiraka~, niiyaka~, niyiimaka~, parivriijaka~ etc. These words are 

derived by adding various suffixes. lyu, lyuf, kvip, kvin, IJVUl, ~vun etc. are 

generally used to denote the agent. 

o Those carrying the sense of object or impersonal action, such as hasa~, vasa~, 

karyam, deya~, geya~ etc. Words denoting object are derived from transitive 

roots while those denoting action only are derived from intransitive roots. 

o Those carrying the sense of karaiJa such as vastra, vaktra, piitra, netra, srotra etc. 

These words are used in the neuter gender. 

o Those carrying the sense of locus, e.g. as ana, sayan, yan etc. 

A notable feature of krdanta formations which are substantives is that taddhita suffixes 

can be added to them and secondary words can be derived, e.g. krtitva, buddhimiin, 
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dhrtimat, dharmavittara, vyaktitva etc. Krdanta functioning as verbals do not take any 

secondary suffix. A chief characteristic of the primary and secondary formations, i.e. 

krdanta and tadditiinta words as well as compounds has been indicated by Kiityiiyana as 

being dependent on their significatory power, that is to say, on their actual usage40
• 

Pataiijali clearly brings out the reference intended by Kiityiiyana in the term pratyaya by 

saying 'abhidhiinala~al}ii~ krttaddhitasamiisii~ '. 

2.9 Krdanta in Hindi Grammar • 

Kfdanta in Hindi is used in the form of verb, adjective, noun and adverb. Kfdanta has a 

significant role in Hindi verb Morphology. Kfdantas are mainly of two types, 'vikiirl' and 

'avikiirf'. 'Vfkiirf' are those whose form changes according to Gender and Number. 

'Avikiirf' are those whose form does not change. Both again are of four types each.41 

2.9.1 Vikari lqdanta 

1. Present or continious lqdanta: This type of lqdanta is formed by 'verb root + t 

+ gender and number suffix' e.g., cala + t + ii = calatti, similarly, jtite, sotti, 

likhatl'IJ'l etc. This lqdanta is used in four forms. 

a. Noun- maratii kya na karatii? 

b. Adjective- sate siirrzpa ko mata checjo 

c. Adverb- rama douc,Iata a raha hai 

d. Verb- riima pacjhatii hai 

As in Hindi, present lqdanta is formed by 't' suffix, in Sanskrit, the same is formed by 

adding §atr and sanae suffixes. The Hindi 't' suffix is related to satr suffix. e.g., sk 

cal + satr = calanta~ > pr. calarhto > calatii, calatf 

2. Past or perfect lqdanta: This type of lqdanta is formed by 'verb root + 0 suffix 

+ gender and number suffix' e.g., cala + 0 + ti = calti, similarly, pacjhti, mare, 

ga~ likhf etc. This lqdanta is used in four forms. 

40 'Abhidhiina/a/qal}atviit pratyayasya' Katyayana on PiiQ.ini A~tadhyayi; 3.3.19 
41 Tiwari, Bholanath, Hindi Bhasha, 
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a. Noun- soye ko matajagao 

b. Adjective- soye vyakti ko matajagao 

c. Adverb- rama doufla ayega 

d. Verb- rama abhi nahff!l soya 

In Sanskrit, past lq:'danta is formed by adding 'kta' and 'ktavatu' suffixes. In Hindi, 

past lq:'danta forms are developed from Sanskrit 'kta' suffix forms. eg., sk. cal + 

kta = calita~ > caliyo > cal+ gender and number suffix (a, f, e)= cala, calf, cafe. 

3. Imperative or verb sense kfdanta: This type of lq:'danta is formed by 'verb root 

+ n +gender and number suffix' e.g., cala + n +a= calana, similarly,jana, jfnf, 

etc. In imperative only a comes as gender-number suffix, but in other forms, a, f, 

e also come. These forms are developed from Sanskrit lyuf (ana) suffix forms. e.g., 

calanam > calana, pafhanam > paflhana. It used as verb and noun. 

4. Agent denoting kfdanta: This type of lq:'danta is formed by 'verb root + ne + val 

+gender and number. This lq:'danta is used in three forms. 

a. Noun- bhagane valof!l ko pakaflo 

b. Adjective- bhaganevale laflakof!l ko pakaflo 

c. Verb- ram bhaganevala hai 

2.9.2 Avikari kfdanta 

1. Past participle kfdanta: This type of lq:'danta is formed three way-

a. 'verb root+ kar', e.g., rama khakara aya hai 

b. 'verb root+ ke', e.g., mohana kama karake aya hai 

c. 'verb root+ 0 suffix', e.g., mai kha ayf hum 

some times suffixes 'kar' and 'ke' are together forming this type of lq:'danta. e.g., 

tum acchf taraha paflhakar ke ana. In Sanskrit, lq:'dantas of this meaning are 

formed from ktva and !yap suffixes. 'kar' and 'ke ' suffixes of Hindi are developed 

from Sanskrit ktva suffix. 

sk. krtva > pr. karitta > karia > hi. kari > kar 

sk. krtva > pr. karitta > karia > hi. kai > kai > ke 
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2. Continious sense kfdanta: This type of lqdanta is formed by adding 'te' suffix 

after verb root and it denotes the continious action. e.g., tumhe pustaka likhate 

bahuta din ho gaye. Duplication of the same becomes inter-action (madhyakiilika) 

lqdanta. e.g., mai calate-calate tumhare bare me socha raha tha. 

3. Perfect sense kfdanta: This type of lqdanta is formed by adding 'e' suffix after 

verb root and it denotes the completed action. e.g., mujhe khana khaye bahuta der 

ho gayl. This lqdanta is similar to a 'vikiirt form of past lqdanta. So the 

development of this lqdanta is similar to past lqdanta 

4. Immediate kfdanta: This type of lqdanta is formed by adding 'te hf' after verb 

root. e.g., mii1J1 ke ate hf bacca prasanna ho gaya. This lqdanta is similar to a 

'vikiirf' form of present lqdanta and 'ht is added later. So the development of this 

lqdanta is similar to present lqdanta. 
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Chapter - III 

Krdanta Recognition and Analysis 



Chapter 3 

Krdanta Recognition and Analysis 

3.1 Introduction 

Computational morphology has various approaches of analysis and most popular of them 

are rule based, example based and statistical approaches. The mechanism for krdanta 

analysis developed under this research follows the rule based approach broadly with 

necessary lexical interfacing. 

This chapter describes the lexical resources needed for recognition and analysis of 

krdanta suffixes in a Sanskrit text according to Pa!Jinian formalism. Strategy for using 

lexical database from within a rule based algorithm is essentially Pii!Jinian in nature. 

Pal).ini' s sutrapiifha calls specific items from lexical databases as and when needed. The 

lexical data used in the system is in different tabular and textual formats. The sample of 

the same is also given in the chapter. The lexical database includes-

!. a lexical krdanta database containing complicated forms with their krdanta 

information, 

2. adapted Monier Williams Sanskrit Digital Dictionary (MWSDD) by Louis 

Bontes with words tagged with krdanta information, 

3. corpus of current Sanskrit prose with words tagged with krdanta information. 

3.2 Kfdanta identification and analysis mechanisms 

The process of krdanta analysis mechanism is divided into two sections- recognition and 

analysis. 

3.2.1 Kfdanta identification mechanism 

1. The krdanta recognition starts by an exclusion process. The verb forms, 

avyayas and punctuations are excluded by running POS Tagger by checking 

verb, avyaya and pronoun databases and punctuation lists. The nominal bases 
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are obtained by the subanta analyzer which is a part of the POS tagger. These 

nominal bases are then checked in fixed lists by the POS tagger. This may 

result in some of the subantas being marked for krdanta. The remaining 

subantas are sent to the krdanta recognizer and analyzer system for 

recognition and analysis using following steps -

2. check the krdanta database, annotated corpus and krdanta-tagged MWSDD. 

3. the subantas still untagged for krdanta are sent to the rule base for lqdanta 

checking. 

4. the rule base applies PiilJinian rule base in reverse for marking krdantas. 

5. it is possible that even after these systematic identification procedures, there 

may remain an untagged krdanta subanta. This will count as failure of the 

system. 

3.2.2 Krdanta analysis mechanism 

The system is divided into two parts- lexical database and rule-base. Lexical database of 

examples has been created for analyzing those forms which would be otherwise very 

complex to analyze if passed through the rule base. Lexical database has three major 

parts- a lexical krdanta database with complicated krdanta forms and their lexical 

information, Monier Williams Sanskrit Digital Dictionary and corpus of the current 

Sanskrit prose with krdanta words tagged with krdanta information. 

The rule-base is for analyzing more regular forms. It consists of mainly three tables, 

namely, upasargavikiira table, dhiituvikiira table and pratyayavikara table. To restrict 

dhiituvikiira and pratyayavikara from inconsistent combinations, both are bound with a 

unique id. This will be described latter. 

3.3 Strategy of lexical database 

The first component of lexical database is lexical krdanta database. It has data from 

different sources like Krdantariipamtilii (a concordance of verbal derivatives) and 

Siddhiintakaumudf. It is in the format of-

!Roopa,Dhatu,Gava,Krt-suffix,Verbal-der-sufflx,POS geode~ 
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For example-

la«r, 31G,2,~,0,noun _ ml 
\3«f,31G,2,~,0,noun _nj 

\9,31G,2,~,0,noun_ij 

Table 3.1: sample of example base data 

Roopa here means a krdanta derivative in prtitipadika form or with feminine suffix. 

Dhiitu is verb root in its original form with anubandha. 

Gaf}a is the class of verb root which the dhiitu belongs to. The gaf}as are ten in number 

and gaf}a number in the table refers to a gaf}a as follows: 

gal}.a_id Gal}.a_name 

1 bhvadigal).a 

2 Adadigal).a 

3 juhotyadigal).a 

4 Divadigal).a 

5 Svadigal).a 

6 Tudadigal).a 

7 rudhadigal).a 

8 Tanadigal).a 

9 kryadigal).a 

10 curadigal).a 

Table 3.2: dhatu gal).a table 

Krt suffix is nominal derivative suffix with its anubandhas. 

Verbal-der-suffix is a suffix which when added to a verb root, derives a new verb root 

with extended meaning. Verbal derivative suffixes are 1;1ic, san, yati, yak. 
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POS is the category of derived form whether it is noun or indeclinable (Avyaya) 

Gender is for noun derivative only that is masculine (m), feminine (f) or neuter (n). 

The Second component of lexical database is Monier Williams Sanskrit Digital 

Dictionary (MWSDD). It has krdanta tagged with its information in the same format as 

lexical krdanta database. Other words are tagged as noun, pronoun, verb etc. Some 

examples from this dictionary are given as follows-

311~14Cfi-311~14Cfi,3TIS+~,2,rr;r,f0Rr,noun m 
' ' ~" ' -

~=Verb 
' 

The Third component of lexical database is krdanta tagged Sanskrit corpus. These texts 

are from different sources like contemporary Sanskrit magazines, story books etc. These 

are running texts in which only krdanta forms are manually tagged with krdanta 

information. Example of some such text is given as follows-

~I~I~SOfl"'':[~liiGI~SOfi"'',~,O,~,O,noun_m] 

~:[~,'\if4t,4,m,O,noun_m] I 3l'41'8CII~'1 ~ ~ 

armrth~,amt+~,3,~,0,noun_m] @:qf.hii@Cfil'\ 

~~'~+m,l,~,O,avy] dif'lqli[~,"CJT.r,2,~,0,noun_m]- '~: 

31h{ ~ ~ ~ecrq,cre:,t~,O,noun_m] ~' ~ 1 

3.4 Strategy of rule base 

When a nominal base is not analyzed as a krdanta by lexical database, it goes through 

rule base for krdanta analysis. The data base for rules consists of mainly three tables, 

namely, upasargavikiira table, dhiituvikiira table and pratyayavikara table. 
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3.4.1 Upasargavikara table 

This table has information of upasargas which can be found at the beginning of a krdanta 

form. Upasargas are primarily 22 in number but by way of sandhi combinations, there 

can be many more possibilities as they get modified and also affect the dhiitu. Also more 

than one upasarga can come consecutively such as vyapadita = vi + a + pada + kta. This 

table contains key columns upasargavikiira, basic upasarga and upasargavikiira 

expansion (uv expan). This is used to separate an upasarga from dhiitu returning the 

original form of dhatu without upasarga. The separated upasargas are later prefixed to 

dhatu after analysis. 

Id Upasarga U pasargavikara uv expan 

1 1J 1J lJ+ 

1 1J m 1J+31 

1 1J 1][q lJ+a:rrt:r 

1 1J ~ 1J+311"3r 
' 

1 1J .g- lJ+~ 

1 1J .g- li+t 

1 1J w lJ+~ 

1 1J w 1J +aiT 

1 1J -m- lJ+% 

1 1J .g- lJ+~ 

1 1J ~ lJ+~ 

14 amt 31Ur amT+31 

18 ~ ~ ~+31 
' ' 

11 ~ ~ ~+311"+ 

\ 

Table 3.3 Sample ofupasargavikara table 

3.4.2 Dhatuvikara table 

This table has the informations of dhatuvikiira in krdanta, i.e., how a dhiitupiifha appears 

in a krdanta form. Dhatuvikiira is the key column of the table. Other information are 

dhiitu, ga7Ja, verb derivation suffix if any, dhatuvikiira type id. Dhiitu is the verb root as 
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read in dhiitupii,tha. Derived dhiitus are also given in the same column as basic dhiitu and 

derivational suffix connected with plus sign. 

Sr. No. Gana Dhatu id Dhatu 

1 ~ 1 "QO 

3 ~ 1 "Q0+1TIRf 
' 

5 ~ 1 "QO+<:!S 
' 

6 ~ 1 "QO+'fR" 
' 

7 ~ 1 "QO + 1URr +<:IS 
' ' 

19 ~ 1 "Q0+1TIRf+~ 
' ' 

20 ~ 1 "QO+~ ' 
21 ~ 1 "QO+'fR"+~ 

' ' 

Table 3.4: sample of dhatu information in dhatuvikara table 

Gaf}a is the class of verb root which the dhatu belongs to. The gaf}a are ten in number as 

mentioned in table no. 

Dhiitu derivation suffixes are f}ic, san, ymi, yak, which when added to a dhiitu derive a 

new dhiitu with extended meaning. 

Dhiituvikiira type id ( dv type id) is not dhiituvikiira id but a unique number bound with a 

process undergone with a dhiitu or derived dhiitu. Different processes may result in the 

same modification so more than one dv type ids are bound with same dhiituvikiira. This 

dv type id is a constraint for pratyayavikiiras which can concatenate with a particular 

dhiituvikiira to form a krdanta. 

Dhatu Dhatuvikara dv type id 
"QO "QO 1 ,7,8,53,89,97, 
"QO "QlO 23,34, 
"Q0+1TIRf 'QlO(:f 1,4,68, 

' 
"Q0+1TIRf "QlO 28, ' 
"QO+<:!S 'QTQO 1,31,71 ' 
"QO+'fR" fQqf8~ 1 ,29,69, 

' 
"QO + 1URr +<:IS fl141o<:~ 1' ' ' 
"QO ~ 1' 
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'QO+lURr 416~&4 1 ,4, 
' 

'QO+'fr.f fQqf6~&4 1, ' 
lfO+c:fS "QTqQJ 1,4, 

' 
lfO+c:fS 414fd&4 1 ,4, ' 
'QO 'QC 

' 
'QO "4S 

' 
'QO + iURr + c:rs iil41o~t:l 1, ' ' ' 
'QO "4'TO"" 45, ' 
'QO+'fr.f fQqf3t:l 

' ' 
lfO+c:fS 'QTqQ 

' ' 
'QO + iURr + <rcfl "4'l"<rr 4, ' ' 
llC+<rcfl -qQf 4, ' 
'QO+'fr.f+<rcfl fQqf6tSq 5, ' ' 
'QO ~ 
'QO 'QO 

' 

Table 3.5: dhatuvikara type id for dhatuvikaras 

3.4.3 Pratyayavikara table 

This table has the information of pratyayaviktira in a krdanta form, i.e., how a suffix 

appears in a derived priitipadika form. The information of the key columns of 

pratyaviktira table are suffixes prescribed by Pat:zini, suffixes in efficient form, dv 

(dhiituviktira) compatibility id and dv compatibility description. 

By the phrase 'suffixes prescribed by Pal).ini' is meant krt suffixes with the anubandhas 

as, ktvii, kta, ktvatu etc. 

A suffix in the efficient form is that part of a pratyaya which is directly added to a dhiitu 

and it is many times different from pratyayavikiira as tvii, ta, tavat, yu, vu etc. 

The dv compatibility id is a unique number bound to a pratyayavikiira according to the 

process a group of dhiitu and a pratyaya undergo while forming a derived noun. These 

are bound to dhiituvikiiras in dhiituviktira table. As different processes may result in the 
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same modification of dhatu, more than one dv types, i.e., dhiitus modified as result of 

different processes, can concatenate with a pratyayavikiira to form a krdanta. Therefore, 

the similar pratyayavikiira is repeated and given different dv compatibility ids. This dv 

compatibility id is bound to dv type id in dhatuvikiira table. To this type of dhatuvikiira 

this pratyayavikiira can concatenate to form a krdanta. This requirement will restrict, the 

apparently possible but not technically correct, combinations of dhatuvikiira and 

pratyayavikiira. 

dv compatibility description is the explanation of dv compatibility id as well as of dv type 

id of dhatuvikiira table. This is on the basis of what these ids are given and they differ 

with each other. Though being a very important part, this column is not directly used in 

programming and role of these is performed by their ids. 

suffixes dv 

prescribed pratyaya compatibility 

id by Panini vikara id dv compatibility description 

dhatus of bhvadi, divadi, tudadi and 

curadigaf}a with vikaraf}a and f}ijanta, 

sannanta, kyajanta, kya~anta, 

1 w n 1 yaftluganta dhatus ' 

1 w n 2 dhatus of kryadigaf}a with vikaraf}a ' 

dhatus of svadi, tanadi, adadi, 

juhotyadi and rudhadigaf}a with 

1 w n 3 vikaral}a ' 
dhatus of bhvadi, divadi, tudadi and 

curadigal}a with vikaral}a and l}ijanta, 

2 ~ l1R 4 kyaftanta, kya~anta and yaftanta dhatus 

dhatus of bhvadi, divadi, tudadi and 

curadigal}a with vikaraf}a and dhatu of 

2 ~ l11UT 5 f}ijanta, sannanta, kyaftanta, kya~anta, 
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yatianta which have probability of 

'}a tva 

2 ~ OR 6 dhatus of kryadigaf}a with vikaraf}a 

dhatus of svadi, tanadi, adadi, 

juhotyadi and rudhadigaf}a with 

2 ~ OR 
7 vikaraf}a 

dhatus of svadi, tanadi, adadi, 

juhotyadi and rudhadigaf}a with 

vikaraf}a which have probability of 

2 ~ orur 8 natva 

vowel ending dhatus with guf}a-

ni~edha, samprasaraf}a (expansion) and 

22 ~ ~ 60 after which tva suffix does not change 

dhatus of class 'ghu ' which have 'dath ' 

replacement with deletion of last 

22 ~ ~ 61 consonant 

22 ~ ~ 64 dhatus with samprasaraf}a and kutva 

i, f, u, a, r, fending sef dhatus with 

guf}a, ay, av, ar, replacement in a 

22 ~ ~ 88 ending form 

Vowel ending sef dhatus with guf}a-

ni~edha and iyati, uvati replacement in a 

22 ~ ~ . 
105 ending form 

sef dhatus with guf}a-ni~edha, 

penultimate n deletion and 

22 ~ ~ . 
65 samprasiiraf}a in a ending form 

sef consonant dhatus in akittva case, 

penultimate n non deletion in a ending 

22 ~ ~ . 
101 form 
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k ending and which become ka ending , 

ani! dhlitus with gw.za-ni~edha, 

penultimate n deletion and 

22 ~ ~ 67 sampraslirm.za in k ending form 

c, j, sending specific anif dhlitus and 

ch, s, ~ ending anif dhlitus in ~ ending 

22 ~ CciT 68 form ' 

f, ~ ending anif dhlitus in consonant 

22 ~ CciT 69 ending form ' 
t ending and t ending becoming d 

ending dhlitus,p ending dhlitus with 

gu~a-ni~edha, penultimate n deletion 

and sampraslira~a in consonant ending 

22 ~ ~ 71 form 

dh, bh, ending anif dhlitus, h ending 

anif dhlitus with dh, gh replacement, 

with gu~a-ni~edha, penultimate n 

deletion, sampraslira~a and jas 

22 ~ ~ 72 replacement 

~' n, mending anif dhlitus with final 

nasal deletion or m ending penultimate 

22 ~ ~ 75 lengthening in n ending form 

vending dhlitus with ufh replacement 

and ya~, ay, vrddhi replacement in 

22 ~ ~ 76 vowel ending form 

s ending dhlitus with penultimate n 

deletion and gu~a-ni~edha in consonant 

22 ~ ~ 78 ending form 

Consonant ending dhlitus with r)h 

22 ~ ~ 79 replacement with sampraslira~a, gu~a-' 
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ni~edha, penultimate n deletion, rfh 

deletion and vowel lengthening 

f}i}anta dhiitus with guf}a and ay 

22 qrqr fGm . 
80 replacement in a ending form 

22 qrqr fGm . 
81 San derived dhiitus in a ending form 

yali derived dhiitus which have vowel 

22 qrqr fGm . 
82 before y with ya ending form 

yali derived dhiitus which have 

consonant before y with ya deletion in a 

22 qrqr fGm . 
83 ending form 

22 qrqr fGm . 
kyac, kyali, kya~ suffix derived dhiitus 

84 with ya deletion in a ending form 

kyac, kyali, kya~ suffix derived dhiitus 
···~ 

22 qrqr ... 
85 with ya deletion in a ending form ' 

Table 3.6: Pratyayavikara table with dv compatibility and description 

3.4.4 Algorithm for the rule base for kfdanta analysis 

The rule base processing will start after the input will have gone through lexical database, 

and it is not analyzed in lexical database. 

1. The input string (KR) will be cut into two parts starting with one character from 

left (LP) and rest part (RP) of string. We start with LP=1 character, because that is 

dhiitu part and dhiitu is never completely deleted, it remains atleast 1 character. 

2. LP will be searched in dhiituvikiira column of dhiituvikiira table. 

3. If not found, go to step 7. 

4. If found, search RP in pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table where dv 

type id of dhiituvikiira is equal to dv compatibility id of pratyayavikiira. 

5. If not found, go to step 7. 

6. If found, it/these will be stored temporarily as a pair with dhiituvikiira alongwith 

the information of both in the tables and this will be called a solution (SOL). 
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7. Till the RP is not empty string 

8. First part (LP) will be increased by one character and second part (RP) will be the 

rest of the KR string. Now go to step 2. 

9. If one or more SOL are found, replace dhiituviktira with dhiitu and pratyayaviktira 

with pratyaya and insert plus sign in between them. This will be called solution. 

10. If no SOL is found then existence of upasargaviktira in the beginning of the KR 

string will be searched. 

11. If upasarga exists, upasargaviktira will be replaced with upasarga expansion (uv 

expan). 

12. The part of expanded string (ES) after the last plus sign will now be taken as KR 

and rest left part of ES will be taken as UP and this KR would be sent to be 

processed by example based system. 

13. If upasarga is not found, the KR analyzable will be regarded as inseparable or 

basic priitipadika and it will itself be called solution. 

14. If there is no value of string UP, define a new string UP as an empty string. 

15. Now the result will be given in the form of 

word[UP(solutions separated by "/")Subanta tag] 

for example 

'Q"l"OCfi":[(tJo+U¥(/QO+filtT{ +U¥()~ l(CficfiH] 
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3.4.5 Flowchart illustration of rule-base processing 

Lexical 
database 

Increase LP by 1 char 
and RP=rest of KR 

Start 

Input KR not analyzed by 
lexical database 

Divide KR into two parts 
LP=l char, RP=rest ofKR 

Search LP in dv 
column of dv table 

.--------c~>--------. 
yes no 

no 

Search RP in pv column of pv 
table where dv type id= dv 

compatibility id 

Found? 

yes 

Store dv and pv temporarily 
with other information and call 

ita 'sol' 

'-------y-es-~--- Length(RP) > 0 

no 
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Check for 
upasarga m 
left ofKR 
from uv table 

yes 

no 

Replace uv with upasarga. Expanded 
KR is now ES. Last token of ES is 

now KR and rest of left is UP 

replace dv by dhatu and pv by 
pratyaya and call it solution. 

UP is empty string. 

KR is solution and 
UP is empty string 

Give result in the form of 
word[UP(solutions separated by 

"/")Subanta tag] 

Flowchart 3.1: Illustration of rule based system 

3.5 Illustration of the kfdanta identification/analysis process 

INPUT: 4QlJil1~ (pafhyamiinam)-

1. After subanta analysis -7 4QlJii"1~[4QlJiH+~/311(_~~-Q\Cficf'CH] 

2. select pratipadika 4QlJiH for krdanta analysis 

3. assume that it is complex form, and check in the POS database, krdanta database, 

k-annotated MWSDD, k-annotated corpus. If found, the process ends, else 

continues to the rule base 
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4. Rulebase check: INPUT: 4Qllil'1 

5. This string is cut into two parts LP= "Q' and RP= 'QllfR" 

6. "Q' (LP) is searched in dhatuvikiira column of dhiituvikiira table 

7. "Q' is not found in dhiituvikiira column of dhiituvikiira table 

t. LP is increased by one character. Now LP is '40 and RP is <~cp:rr;f 

9. '40 (LP) is searched in dhatuvikiira column of dhiituvikiira table 

10. '40 is found and its dv type ids are 1,7,8,53,89,97, 

11. Now <~cp:rr;f is searched in the pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table 

where dv compatibility id is 1,7,8,53,89,97, 

12. <~cp:rr;f is not found in the pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table where 

dv compatibility id is 1,7,8,53,89,97, 

13. LP is increased by one character. Now LP is~ and RP is cp:rr;r 

14. '4Cf (LP) is searched in dhiituvikiira column of dhiituvikiira table 

15. '4Cf is found and its dv type ids are 200 (compaitable to lyap) 

16. Now <nWf is searched in the pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table 

where dv compatibility id is 200. 

17. cp:rr;r is not found in the pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table where dv 

compatibility id is 200. 

18. LP is increased by one character. Now LP is "QQf and RP is '11l";f 

19. "QQf (LP) is searched in dhiituvikiira column of dhatuvikiira table 

20. "QQf is found and its dv type id is 4. 

21. Now '11l";f is searched in the pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table where 

dv compatibility id is 4. 

22. '11l";f is found in the pratyayavikiira column in pratyayavikiira table where dv 

compatibility id is 4. 

23. "QQf and '11l";f both are found, so this pair is stored temporarily with informations as 
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24. LP is increased by one character. Now LP is 'QQl1f and RP is OR 

25. ~ (LP) is searched in dhiituviktira column of dhiituviktira table. 

26. ~ is not found in dhiituviktira column of dhiituviktira table. 

27. LP is increased by one character. Now LP is 'QQlliT and RP is Of 

28. 'QCUliT (LP) is searched in dhiituviktira column of dhiituviktira table. 

29. 'QCUliT is not found in dhiituviktira column of dhatuviktira table. 

30. LP is increased by one character. Now LP is 'QQl1f and RP is"" 

31. 4Qli'IH (LP) is searched in dhiituviktira column of dhiituviktira table. 

32. 4Qli'IFI is not found in dhiituviktira column of dhiituviktira table. 

33. Result is found so there is no need of upasarga check. 

34. In the stored pair, dhiituviktira is replaced with dhiitu and pratyayaviktira with 

pratyaya 

35. Now we have "Q6+<rcfi"+~ 
' ' 

36. Now output result is given as 

4Qlt:tl'1t:t[(qo+<rcF~+~)+-rrJ3llf_m~-LJ:&ictoq'1] ' ' ,\!.·' 
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Chapter- IV 

Krdanta Recognizer and Analyzer for 
Sanskrit (KRAS) 



Chapter 4 

Krdanta Recognizer and Analyzer for Sanskrit (KRAS) 

This chapter describes the development part of the krdanta recognizer and analyzer for 

Sanskrit (KRAS) which is a partial implementation of the research done for M. Phil 

dissertation. The krdanta recognition and analysis mechanism discussed in the previous 

chapter has been applied to develop a computational system which can identify and 

analyze krdanta. The computational model uses Java in the web format for the 

identification and analysis of krdanta from Sanskrit texts according to Pii~:tinian and 

Siddhiinta Kaumudf (SK) formalism. The system accepts words/sentences/ text 

Devanagari utf-8 input in the text area and gives analyzed output in the same format. The 

identification of krdanta forms depends on recognizing the krt suffix or ending in the 

words of the given text. There is an optional 'run-in-debug mode' which displays the 

internal states. of KRAS. 

4.1 Architecture of the system 

The following model describes the interaction between multi-tier architecture of the 

KRAS 

u s E R 

t 
request response 

t 
Apache-tomcat 

.J,t 

Java servlet 

Data Files 

4.2 Module Description 

The module description of the KRAS is given below 
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Separate Upasarga 

yes 

K 

T 
A 
G 
G 
E 
R 

Subanta analyzer Rule base 

Flowchart 4.1: Basic design of the system 
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4.2.1 Pre-Processing 

The system analyzes the Sanskrit Unicode text only. So at first, it is required to check if 

the text is in Unicode Devanagari and in Sanskrit language. In preprocessing the text is 

checked whether its encoding is UTF -8 and the characters are in the range of Devanagari. 

4.2.2 The Kfdanta Tagger 

The K-Tagger is a program which tags the given Sanskrit text with the help of krdanta 

tags corpus, krdanta lexicon, krdanta tags MWSDD, avyaya database and verb analyzer. 

It marks vibhakti also with the help of Subanta analyzer. 

4.2.3 Verb Analyzer 

Verb Analyzer has a verb database which contains the ninety thousand verb forms of 

commonly used 500 dhtitus. The verb forms which are unanalyzed by the commonly used 

verb database, are analyzed through rule-base. 

4.2.4 Subanta Analyzer 

Subanta analyzer has an example database which contains the exceptional forms with 

their constituent information. The remaining regular forms are analyzed by the rule base. 

4.3 The front-end: online interface 

The front end of the system is the Graphical User Interface (GUI), visible to the users. It 

is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.inlkridanta/ktag.jsp. It has been created using JSP (Java 

Server Pages), Java and HTML components. The main JSP file ktag.jsp allows the user 

to feed the input in Devanagari utf-8 format using HTML text area component. Upon 

clicking the button labeled "Click to tag the above text" it calls the Java object "Kridanta" 

to process the input. The output returned by the Java objects is displayed to the user in 

Devanagari utf-8 format. 
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4.3.1 The web server 

The krdanta analyzer runs on Apache Tomcat 4.0 platform. The details for this Java 

based web server follows -

4.3.1.1 Apache Tomcat 4.0 
Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used for the Java Servlet and JavaServer 

Pages technologies. The Java Servlet and Java Server Pages specifications are developed 

by Sun under the Java Community Process. Apache Tomcat is developed in an open and 

participatory environment and released under the Apache Software License. Apache 

Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers from around the 

world1
• 

4.3.1.2 Java Servlet Technology 

Java Servlet technology provides web developers with a simple, consistent mechanism 

for extending the functionality of a web server and for accessing existing business 

systems. A servlet can almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server side-

without a face. Java servlets make many web applications possible2
• 

4.3.1.3 Java Server Pages 

Java Server Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic 

web content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web-based applications that 

are server and platform-independene. JSP pages are, however, compiled into servlets. 

Still, it is better to use JSP pages instead of always using servlets because JSP technology 

separates the web-presentation from the web-content and thus simplifies the process of 

creating pages. Basically JSP pages use XML tags and scriptlets written in the Java 

programming language to encapsulate the logic that generates the content for the web 

page. On the other hand, it passes any formatting (HTML or XML) tags directly back to 

the response page. In this way, JSP pages separate the page logic from its design and 

display. It is one of the most sophisticated tools available for high performance and 

secures web applications. 

1 Apache Tomcat website, http://www.apache.org/ 
2 http:/ /java. sun.com/products/ serv let/ 
3 http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/ 
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4.3.2 Java Server Pages Class: ktag.jsp 

The following code sets the encoding and character set and imports the java packages to 

be used in this class. 

<%@ page 

%> 

language=" java" 

pageEncoding="utf-8" 

contentType="text/html; charset=utf-8" 

import="java.util.*" 

The following code sets the encoding and content type of received input and returned 

output and obtains the text entered in the textarea as input text. 

<% 

request.setCharacterEncoding("UTF-8"); 

response.setContentType("text/html"); 

String itext = request.getParameter("itext"); 

The following code checks if the result in debug mode is required or not. 

int dbg = 1; 

if (request.getParameter("debug") 

dbg = 0; 

String ch = "checked"; 

if (dbg == 0) 

ch " " . , 

if (itext==null) 

itext = " " . , 
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The following code creates a copy of the main class Kridanta to be used in this page. 

Kridanta k =new Kridanta(dbg); 

%> 

Following is the code oftextarea in which the Unicode Devanagari text is to be entered 

<FORM METHOD=post ACTION=ktag. j sp name=" iform" accept

Charset="UTF-8"> 

<TEXT AREA 

%></TEXTAREA></td> 

name=itext COLS=90 

The following is the code of button to start the process of tagging. 

ROWS=7><%=itext 

<input type=submit value="Click to tag the above 

text"> 

The following is the code of checkbox to select whether a result should be displayed in 

debug mode or not. 

Run in debug mode<input type=checkbox name="debug" 

<%= ch %> value="ON"> 

The following code displays the tagged text as result. 

<% if (itext.length()>O) %> 

<%=k.tagText(itext) %> 

<% } %> 

This code displays the process of analysis if the user wants the result in debug mode. 

<% if (itext.length()>O) { %> 

<%=k.printErr() %> 

<% } %> 
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4.3.3 The screen shot of the interface 

~ ~~ · )) 

The "sanskrit Krid~:~nta An~:~lyzer" -s pilrtially completed iiS part of M.Phil. researdl submitted to 
Spedill Center for sanskrit studies, JNU in 2008 by Surjit Kumar Singh {M.Phil 2006-2008} under the 
supervision of Or. Girish N~:~th Jha . The coding for the 11pplication was done by Or. Girish Nath Jha. 

Enter Sanskrit prose text for Kridanta tagging 
(Denngari uicode o1ly) cit & paste test data from lie~ 

Click to tag the above text Run m dt~ modt 

Results 
Internet I Protected Me~ Off 

4.4 The back-end: database/txt files 

Tccls • 

+, 100% .. 

Krdanta analyzer is mainly developed for the purpose of server based program to be 

accessed widely and updated easily but it has CD version also which comes without the 

RDBMS component of the tinanta analysis system. The back end of server version 

contains lexical resources in the form of database tables and text files and CD version has 

the data in only the text files. In the CD version the tables of databases are also converted 

into text files. The full version of the system is available on the website only. CD version 
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does not contain the full version of the system because of the limitations of RDBMS and 

supplying huge data-sets in the CD. The data structure of database files has been 

described in the third chapter. The data files which were developed under separate 

research and are being used in this program are not given here. Such files are avyaya file, 

POS example base file, verb example base file, Subanta example base and rule base files, 

proper noun file. One of the files contains Sanskrit Unicode UTF-8 text to test the system. 

Here sample data of the text files which are directly related with krdanta analyzer have 

been given. 

4.4.1 Sample data of the kfdanta corpus file 

aaa·3Qifi05(>11R:I4liP:ul :·,......,.+,.,.:·~la<:\14d"'IG''I :=["~la<:\14d"'IC't" "~r;;?TJT" "0" "~rrc=r'tT" "0" "no 
' ,\.fC.fllt3 ' ' ·~·~ ' ' ' ' ' 

un m"]·~:=["~" "~" "4" "m" "0" "noun m"]·l·n<I"OQFflaJ~Ci't·~·~·~...c:;;.,. _ , , , , , , _ , ,Jlcr ,GJC\IVJC'f,\;;'t~Cil,..:tll't.l 

~=["~~" "J@t+'2:'ffi'31"" "7" "~" "0" "noun m"]·CUlfG"ld]J~4lllfi·=~=["T Cfll'(l .jiJ't.ICflll~~, ~-c-~, , y•Cil , , _ , ,,~\ ~ 

(=~" "3c=r+'8T" "1" "~" "0" "noun m"]·3i'hCliC1-["~" "crtf" "2" nmcr;:rn "0" "no ' ' ' ' ... ' ' - ' ' ' ' ' ' '"" -.,~ ' ' 

un m"]· ·'':rt=:I-:·3ITifl"·'ll'2"lJ"·~·Cl'C;cf=["~" "~" "1" n~r,::rn "0" "noun m"] _ ,_, t'l~ , ,v• Clu ~' , , , , , , 1 'l. , , _ 

.~,+:;:..,.,.,,,~.1· 
,.l"ll t""ct1 ,y 1(1' ' 

4.4.2 Sample data of the kfdanta lexicon file 

,noun_f;lflc-;j4("t-iJl"f.t,10,~JC!,O,noun_n;f<R~('"<OII-~,1,Cf('"<OIT,~avy;~=~,1, 

~,O,noun _ n;f<l'lC'"C\Ci't-f<l'lR{, 1 ,~,O,noun _ n;~ci"'~~ ifl-~ 1 O,m,~noun _ f;~ 

Ci't~~Cf'-~ 1 O,m,~noun _ m;~ci"'~~Cf'-~ 1 O,m,~noun _ n;~=~, 10, ~JC!,O,no 

un_f;Ri1\J1P:~ifl ~,10,~JC!,~noun_f;~=~,1,~0,noun_m;~=~,1 

,~O,noun_n;~=~,1,~~noun_m;~=.3rrfU:,l,~~noun_n; 

~,1,3rcfi<R,O,noun m;3"11=>-(§lc.-l.'14-~,1,3rcfi<R,O,noun n;3"11=>-t§lc1~4-~,1,.3rcfm 
' - ' -
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O,noun_m;~=3-TT1U:,1,~JQ,O,noun_n;311=>-t91"'1CHIC11 3-TT1U:,1,~~0,noun_f;~ 

CHTC1"=3-TT1U:, 1 .~~.O,noun m;311=>-t91"'1CHIC1 3-TT1U:, 1 .~~.O,noun n;311=>-t9I"''C"\1~-3-TT1U:, 1, 
' - ' -

~JQ,~noun _f;311=>-t§l"''("t-3-TT1U:, 1 .~JQ,~noun _m;311=>-t91"'1(1_ 3-TT1U:, 1 .~JQ,~noun _ n 

4.4.3 Sample data of the MWSDD kfdanta lexicon file 

mT=Jf~T,Jf~t I ,~O,noun _ m;Jf~~=Jf~~.Jf~T+~, I ,~,O,noun _ n;Jf~ICli<>-4C11-

_f;Jf~rncJGf=Jf~rncJGf,Jf~T+l;T+C'J, I ,<Jt{,O,noun _n;Jf~~=Noun;Jf~~=Jf~T~Jf 

~T+:J:ra_, I .~~noun_ m;Jf~TaJ_=Jf~~Jf~T+:lf.. 1 ,~O,noun _ m;Jf~~=Jf~~.Jf~T 

+:Jt I,m,O,noun _ m;Jf~JC«=(=Noun;Jf~ltJCOicfiC'I Jf~ltJCOIO~C'I,Jf~T+~+CJOt, 1 ,~,O,noun _ m; 

4.4.4 Sample data of the upasarga lexicon file 

&amtr='Q" 3IT4";ID3r='Q" .3-TT5f;~='Q" ~;m='Q" 3f;l}="Q" ~;l}='Q" ~;W='Q" 3";W='Q" 

m; 1} = 1;1" "(!; tt = 1;1" "(!; 1;1" = '4J ; Q'"U = Q'"U ; qt = Q'"U ~; rro-= Q'"U 3"; :wrr = 3fQ" 3f; 3fll = 3fQ" 

2". 311ft= 3fQ" 3-IT. 311ft = 3fQ" 3i. 3fQ" = 3fQ" . tiS= tl"Cfl" . tlC1 = tl"Cfl" . 'tl3f = tl"Cfl" . 'tJUT = tl"Cfl" 
y, , , ' ' ' , ' ' ' ' ' , ' ' 

"31[;~=~ "(!;~=~ 3fT ~;~=~ JIT;tl"Cfl"=~ 3f;Jfc:!=Jfc:! ;~=3-fc:! 

3fT;~= 3-fc:! ~ ;31c=Cft = 3-fc:! ~ ;~ = 3fc:! 3" ;~ = 3-fc:! 3i ;Jrc=c)" = 3-fc:! "(!; ~ = 3-fc:! 

1}; ~ = 3-fc:! 3-IT; 31c=cit = 3-fc:! 3ft; 3lc=cr = 3-fc:! 3f; 3m= 3m ; 3rcTT =3m 3f ;3rcTT =3m 

3fT;.3fC}:3{q ~;.3TC}:3{q ~;.3TC}:3{q l!;3rciT=3m 3";3rciT=3m 3i;~=~ ;~=~ 

;~(=~ ;~=~ ;~=~ ~;fcrtl=~ ~;fc!R;:~ 3";~=~ 3i;~=~ 
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4.5 Main Class: Kridanta 

This is the main class of the program 

public class Kridanta{ 

This class takes input Sanskrit text and gives finally output by using other subclasses. 

The following are the initializations of buffered readers which get data from eleven data 

files. 

BufferedReader brl null; 

BufferedReader br2 null; 

BufferedReader br3 null; 

BufferedReader br4 = null; 

BufferedReader br5 null; 

BufferedReader br6 null; 

BufferedReader br7 null; 

BufferedReader br8 null; 

BufferedReader br9 null; 

BufferedReader brlO = null; 

BufferedReader brll null; 

These are the initializations of different subclasses called in this main class. 

Preprocessor pre = null; 

SupAnalyzer sa 

TipAnalyzer ta 

null; 

null; 

FixedListTagger flt = null; 
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KridantaRule krb null; 

The following code defines new values for the eleven buffered readers which read the 

data files of both the example base and rule base. After taking data from these, these are 

closed. 

try{ 

brl new BufferedReader( .. 

br2 new BufferedReader( .. 

br3 new BufferedReader( .. 

br4 new BufferedReader( .. 

br5 = new BufferedReader( .. 

br6 new BufferedReader( .. 

br7 new BufferedReader( .. 

br8 new BufferedReader( .. 

br9 new BufferedReader( .. 

brlO new BufferedReader( .. 

brll new BufferedReader( .. 

• • • • • • 1 

brl.close(); 

br2.close(); 

br3.close(); 

br4.close(); 

br5.close(); 

br6.close(); 

br7.close(); 

br8.close(); 

br9.close(); 

brlO.close(); 

brll.close(); 
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. . ) ; 

. . ) ; 

. . ) ; 

.. ) ; 

.. ) ; 

. . ) ; 

. . ) ; 

. . ) ; 

. . ) ; 

. . ) ; 



catch(Exception e) { 

System.out.println("error in reading data files 

"+e. toString () ) ; 

The following code is the main function of the class for analyzing krdanta, it applies 

preprocessor, titianta analyzer, Subanta analyzer and avyaya check. If the token is not 

tagged it tries to analyze it through the rule base of krdanta analyzer. 

public String tagText(String s) { 

String tkn=""; 

String ts = ""; 

s = s.trim(); 

String tmp = " " . I 

The following code applies after assuring that the text to tag is not empty. 

if (s.length()>O) { 

The following code calls the preProcessing() function of class Kridanta. This function 

checks if the text entered is in UTF-8 encoding and in Sanskrit language. 

tkn= preProcess(tkn); 

The following code calls checkFL() function of class Kridanta which tags the words 

which are found in fixed lists of avyaya, punctuation etc. 

if ( .. )==-1) { //not yet tagged 

tkn = checkFL(tkn); 
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The following code calls sup_ analyze() function of Kridanta class which separates sup 

suffix from the word if the text is not tagged as krdanta and sup suffix is found. 

if ( .. )==-1 ) { //not yet tagged 

tkn =sup analyze(tkn); 

The following code calls tip_ analyze() function of Kridanta class which checks and 

analyzes the verb forms if the word is not tagged as krdanta. 

if ( .. ) { //not yet tagged 

tkn = tip_analyze(tkn); 

The following code calls applyRuleBase() function of Kridanta class which is applied on 

the input text which is not still tagged after applying the above functions. 

if ( .. ) {//if still not tagged 

tkn = applyRuleBase(tkn); 

The following code displays the tagged, untagged and ambiguous texts in different 

colours. 

if (tkn.indexOf("[") ==-1) II untagged 

tkn = "<font 

color=red>"+tkn+"</font>"; 
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else if (tkn.indexOf("]l[") >0) II 

ambiguous 

tkn "<font 

color=blue>"+tkn+"<lfont>"; 

ts ts + " " + tkn; 

The following code is the ending of the tagText() function ofK.ridanta class. 

return ts; 

else return "Please enter some Sanskrit text to 

process"; 

The following is the code of preProcess() function called above which takes the work 

done by the preProcess function of the class Preprocessor. 

private String preProcess(String tkn) { 

if (tkn.length()>O) { 

tkn = pre.preProcess(tkn); 

return tkn; 

The following is the code of checkFL() function called above which tags the available 

aryayas, verbs, krdantas etc. from the fixed list data files through checkLists() function 

of class FixedListTagger. 
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private String checkFL(String tkn) { 

if (tkn.length()>O) { 

tkn = flt.checkLists(tkn); 

return tkn; 

The following is the code of sup_ analyze() function called above which checks the word 

if it is Subanta and then separates its suffix with the help of analyzeSup() function of 

SupAnalyzer class. 

private String sup analyze(String tk) { 

if (tk.length()>O) { 

tk = sa.analyzeSup(tk); 

return tk; 

The following is the code oftip_analyze() function called above which checks the word if 

it is verb form and then separates its suffix with the help of analyzeTip() function of 

TipAnalyzer class. 

private String tip_analyze(String tk) { 

if (tk.length()>O) { 

tk = ta.analyzeTip(tk); 

return tk; 
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The following is the code of applyRuleBase() function called above which tries to tag the 

word as krdanta if the word is not tagged by above functions. It gets its work done by 

examine() function of KridantaRule class. 

private String applyRuleBase(String tk) { 

if (tk.length()>O) { 

tk = krb.examine(tk); 

return tk; 

4.6 How to use the System 

Program has a web version and a CD version. To use web version simply log on to the 

URL http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/kridanta/ktag.jsp and use any Devanagari UTF-8 mechanism 

to enter the text in the textarea or copy a text from sample file and paste in textarea. 

CD version requires installing java development kit, Apache Tomcat web server 4.0, MS

SQL server 2005, MS-JDBC driver and a UTF-8 Devanagari input mechanism such as 

Baraha7.0 4· First install the jdk any version then set the path of java by editing the path 

variable and adding the path of bin folder of java C:~dk1.5.0 14\bin. Now install the 

Apache Tomcat web server. To run Tomcat Server two environment variables are to be ' 

defined-

JAVA_HOME= C:~dk1.5.0_14 

CATALINA_ HOME= C:\Program Files\Apache Tomcat 4.0 

Install MS-SQL server 2005 and MS-JDBC driver to connect the database with Apache 

Tomcat web server. Run Tinanta database script to create the database. Import data from 

excel file. Set permissions to database objects. 

Now copy the Kridanta folder from the CD to the following folder-

4 http://www.baraha.com/ 
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C:\Program Files \Apache Tomcat 4.0\webapps 

Now start Tomcat Web Server and type the following address in the web browser

http://localhost:8080/kridanta/ktag.jsp 

Now either copy the text from sample into the textarea or open baraha direct, select 

language Sanskrit Unicode and type the text according to baraha transliteration scheme. 

4. 7 The screen shot of the interface with analysis of data 

The • sanskrit Kridanta Analyzer" was partially completed as part of M.Phil. research submttted to 
Special Center for sanskrit studies, JNU in 2008 by Sudit Kumar Singh (M.PhU 2006- 2008) under the 
supervision of Dr. Girlsh Nath Jha . The coding for the applcatlon W<IS done by Or. Glrish Nath Jha. 

Enter Sanskrit prose text for Kridanta tagging 
(DeYaaa&ari aaicod@ o~·) 

~ ~ .. idi"JGl!AiU( ~ 

cat & paste test data fro .. llere 

Click to tag the above text J Run 111 dtbug mode-

Results 
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Conclusion 



Conclusion 

Morphological analysis is known as shallow parsing but it is not so shallow, it is in 

fact a very serious and challenging task. Morphological analysis is challenging 

whether it is inflectional or derivational. Generally, the forward morphology is 

considered easier when compared with reverse morphology. The present R&D was on 

the latter and hence more challenging. The Pal).inian system is very clear on the 

treatment of lqdantas, but formalizing is required to make it adaptable for computing 

purposes. In Sanskrit, lqdanta process is very productive and leads to a large number 

of derived nouns. The Pal).inian analysis of lqdanta was very helpful in this task. 

Hoewever, ancillary texts like Siddhantakaumudi, A~tadhyayi Sahajabodha by Puspa 

Dixit and Kfdantarupamala by Pt. Ramasubba Shastri also proved very useful in this 

research. 

The system developed as part of present R&D is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in and 

has two major components - the rule-base and the example-base. The rule-base is 

applied for regular forms after the example-bases have been exhausted. 

The rule-base has been developed following the Pal).inian methodology. A verb root 

undergoes several modifications, such as, gul).a, vrddhi, upadha-gul).a, upadha-vrddhi, 

samprasaral).a, nasal deletion and num agama when followed by a specific type of 

suffix such as iiit, l).it, kit, nit, ghit. Moreover, a suffix undergoes modifications when 

preceded by different verb roots. Following this, in this research, verb modifications 

and the suffix modifications were collected as dhatuvikara and pratyayavikara 

respectively and to control unusual combinations the valid pairs of verb modifications 

and suffix modifications have been bound through a compatibility connection. 

In this research, the example base is created for analyzing those forms which are 

difficult to analyze by the rule base. Those suffixes which are completely elided when 

joined with verb roots are difficult to find in a form. Those forms which are very 

complex to solve through rule base are easy to store. Exceptions, special cases and 

complex forms have been handled by creating exhaustive example bases. As it has 
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been said earlier that this technique of example base is used by Pfu).ini also as in sutra 

k~ayya-jayyau sakyarthe ( 6.1.81 ). 

Limitations 

1. Sandhi splitting is not done. Therefore lqdantas with sandhi will not be 

analyzed correctly 

2. disambiguation betweenmultiple results has not been done, as it involves 

syntactic and karaka analyses 

3. lqdanta recognition and analysis system internally uses POS Tagger, Subanta 

analyzer and thianta analyzer. So the accuracy of the result oflqdanta analyzer 

also depends on the output they give. 

4. The strategy is unable to differentiate among the various types of lqdanta 

forms which are similar. In a dhatu different lqt suffixes result in similar forms 

as I).VUl and vufi or fiut and l).yut. Sometimes more than one dhatu with same 

suffix result in same form. It can cause unnecessary expansion of analyzed 

output. Present strategy cannot differentiate between them because it only 

analyzes morphemes. 

5. Many lqdanta forms are likely to come as part of a compound form while 

some are always found in compounds. Those forms will not be analyzed 

because system does not analyse compounds as of now. 

6. lqdantas found in the taddhitas (secondary derived nouns) also will not be 

analysed at this point 

Possibilities of Research and development 

1. karaka analysis can be brought in for disambiguation purposes 

2. The scope of this lqdanta analyzer can be extended to the analysis of lqdanta 

in compounds, taddhitas and namadhatus. 

3. Help of sandhi analyzer can be taken for analyzing those which are not 

independently apparent in a sentence but joined with other words as samasa or 

otherwise. 

4. lqdanta tagged corpus should be made richer for the disambiguation purposes. 
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5. Mapping of Sanskrit and other Indian languages lqdanta forms can be done 

which will be useful in MT systems. 

6. The current system accepts only Devanagari Unicode as input. It will be 

convenient for users if it supports Sanskrit input in roman and other schemes 

also. 
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APPENDIX-I 

i) Sample data of the ayyaya database 

abc=abc;~=[AVK];~=[AVK];W'fT=[AVK];~:-q;c=m=[AVK];~=[AVK];tml! 

~=[AVK];tfrc:m=[AVK];~=[AVK];'11~oi\11,C11-[AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AVK];:ffi";;f 

ftt=m=[AVK];~=[AVK];:aW~kCII-[AVK];~=[AVK];ftrc:rr~=[AVK];~@(:c:rr=[AVK];~@ 

rm=[AVK];~TTCTm=[AVK];~IQ\11,'11 [AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AVK];~ 

rm=[AVKJ;SW=[AVK];OO=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];"Q'tnCJ=[AVKV];fG'k<llC\1-[AV 

KV];OO=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];cpiT=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKVJ;.m:PIT=[AVKV]; 

3fC!:!IT=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKV];3":m:r:m=[AVKV];~cl:m=[AVKV]; 

~=[AVKV];"Q'Cf:m=(AVKV];CITd1:m=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKVJ;-ars:m=[AVKV];ct:!rr=(AVKV];~ 

CIT=(AVC];3f~=(AVC];CJ?J=[AVC];~=[AV];CIT=[AVC];3fCnld1ci:=[AVKV];~:=(AVKV]; 

3fc!JCf:=[AVKV];3fc!JCf:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];.3fCT:=(AVKV];3f~:=[AV];~:=(AVKV];3f 

mt1:=[AVKV];31fc"ll?iiki:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];31c}fii'<Ci:=(AVKV];3rcTI'Ci":=[AVKV];~ 

(f:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];.mat1:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];3f~:=[AVKV];.m::a~Ci'<Ci:= 

[AVKV];Jf¥:=[AVKVJ;3$'Ci":=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];~:=(AVKV]; 

ii) Sample data of the noun list 

a=a;fct;R"=N_n;~=N_m;~=N_t;crn-=N_m;3mil=N_f;~=N_n;q:oT=N_n;'(l_,-<afaCi:a~ 

~:atii<Ha..i'l N_f;'ti'fCR'Clfr=N_f;~=N_f;~=N_m;'Ci'C1m=N_f;Q"C\"=N_n;~=N_m;~=N_nm 

~=N_n;fch'IC\c-<1"1 N_f;~=N_n;'(l\i!CiG""I<a N_m;'(l\i!CiG1<ai-N_f;31f<Hd:CIIl?i"i. N_m;ftlll?i"i. 

N_m;ftlll?ic-~~ N_f;~=N_m;¥,=N_t;m=N_m;QCi?\I\T<a-N_n;~=N_n;Jr~;rc);'~~=N_n; 

~=N_n;:I4CII~itiiE'I£<a-N_n;acfr=N_f;~=N_m;~rft:n=N_f;CR'T"G1"CT=N_m;~=N_m;ftffi=N_n;"<H't 

c;r=N_m;~=N_f;¥=N_m;W1f=N_f;3f~=N_m;~=N_n;'<Hic1=N_m;m=N_m;~= 

N_n;m=N_n;fcTJUrn=N_m;fct~nsr=N_m;~=N_m;~=N_f;~=N_m;31~Ci'<~ai-N_m;:![c=<r 

=N_m;:![<=m=N_f;~=N_m;t;l'rRi=N_f;~=N_n;~=N_n;~=N_m;~=N_n;~=N_m;q 

lff=N_m;c=rc=qlff=N_m;JrG=Ci'Cii"=N_m;~=N_m;:l1cl'G1=N_n;31~CiChlkl~:l1cl'G1=N_n;~=N_f; 

:14"<a"=N_n;~=N_t;cffi1"=N_f;~=N_m;~=N_m;~=N_n;~@"=N_n}hfi=N_f;31f<H~1=tSI 

=N_n;dJ=tSI"=N_n;:J:itllc-~'>i'l'< N_m;Cl"'<"=N_m;~=N_n;c:rtl"G""I"=N_n;c:r~T=N_m;~=N_m;~Nrr=N_ 

f:'CJa.!=N_m;crm=N_f;~=N_n;~RCRT=N_f;ai<HG11ai<HG1~=N_n;~=N_n;df<H'G1=N_n; 
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APPENDIX-II 

i) Sample data of the POS Example base 

JfWc=CIT=[AVK];,3izyC:Il=[AVKJ;cwm=[AVK];~:~=[AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AV 

K];tfic:m=[AVK];~=[AVK];ct)ulf11c-'11 [AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AVK];3i1;:nRk'II-[AVK 

] ;~=[A VK] ;~~c-'11 [A VK] ;<>m=m= [A VK] ;~~=[A VK);!~~=[A VK];~~= [A VK]; 

~mTCIT=[AVK];~IIQf11c-'11 [AVKJ;~=[AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AVK];~=[AVK]; 

SCJT=[AVK];OO=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];"QCfi?J=[AVKV];f.il,'I:IC\1 [AVKV];OO=[A 

VKVJ;mlC\r=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKV];3-TdJ:!IT=[AVKV];.3-lC[2rr=[AVK 

V] ;~:!IT=[A VKV] ;~=[A VKV];~= [AVKV] ;3"~=[A VKV] ;~=[A VKV] ;~=[A VK 

V];'Q'CJ:!IT=[AVKV];~=[AVKV];ll"(;f:!IT=[AVKV];~:!IT=[AVKV];'[:!IT=[AVKV];Jf2ml=[AVC];3f 

$rr=[AVC];CfGT=[AVC];fum=[AV];CIT=[AVC];~:=[AVKV];J1¥:=[AVKV];3f<JJC1:=[AVK 

V];Jro<i:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];.3f<=f:=[AVKV];.wm=r:=[AV];Jrlmf:=[AVKV];.mrkcf:=[AVK 

V];31RlfJ:Jt1(1:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];3iiij'HI{(i:=[AVKV];3{C=(1'(1:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV]; 

~:=[A VKV] ;~:=[A VKV] ;~:= [AVKV] ;~:=[A VKV] ;~:Zk(i{(i :=[A VKV];,IDJ 

(i":=[AVKVJ;.3$cf:=[AVKV];.wTcr:=[AVKV];31cRC1:=[AVKV];~:=[AVKV];~:=[A 

VKV];311JICAC1(i:=[AVKV]; 

ii) Sample data of the verb example base 

~=[P _laT_1.1 :1];~=[P _laT_1.1 :27J;~=[P _laT_1.1 :28];W~=[P _laT_1.1 :29];~ 

=[P _laT_1.1 :30];d'Tffit=[P _laT_1.1 :31];~=[P _laT_1.1 :32];~=[P _laT_1.1 :33];~=[P _I 

aT_1.1 :34];~=[P _laT_1.1 :35];Rl;;:c;fc"l-[P _laT_1.1 :36];~=[P _laT_1.1 :37];~=[P _Ia 

T_1.1 :38];~=[P_IaT_1.1 :39];~<>11R\kl [P _laT_1.1 :40];~=[P_IaT_1.1 :41];q;Ckfifc"l [P_I 

aT_1.1 :50];(1~·4lkl [P _laT_1.1 :51];~Ckflkl [P _laT_1.1 :52];~msrfc"l"=[P _laT_1.1 :53];3ffisrfct=[P _I 

aT_1.1 :54];3!p51kl [P _laT_1.1 :55];~=[P _laT_1.1 :56];~~=[P _laT_1.1 :64];~f>·'tlkl [P _I 

aT_1.1 :65]:(j~ilfc"l [P _laT_1.1 :66];~=[P _laT_1.1 :67];dj5"\J1Rl [P _laT_1.1 :68];.3f6fc1=[P _Ia 

T_1.1 :69];al~l9>Rl-[P _laT_1.1 :70];J{-c,Jfc"l [P _laT_1.1 :71];3~-.:,l§>fc"l-[P _laT_1.1 :72];~=[P _Ia 

T_1.1:73];~=[P_IaT_1.1:74];~=[P_IaT_1.1:75J;~=[P_IaT_1.1:76];~=[P_IaT_1. 

1 :77];U15"\Jikl [P_IaT_1.1 :78];~=[P _laT_1.1 :79];~=[P_IaT_1.1 :80];~=[P_IaT_l.1:8 

1];~=[P _laT_1.1 :90J;~=[P _laT_1.1 :91J;~=[P _laT_1.1 :92J;~=[P _laT_1.1 :93];-:cTc 

~=[P _laT_1.1 :94];.3f<ffc:t=[P _laT_1.1 :95J;~=[P _laT_1.1 :96];:p:nkfc"l-[P _laT_1.1 :97];~ 

=[P _laT_1.1 :98];~=[P _laT_1.1 :99J;~=[P _laT_1.1 :1 OO];~=[P _laT_1.1 :101];~= 

[P_IaT_l.1:108];~=[P_IaT_l.1:118]; 
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APPENDIX-III 

i) Sample data of the Subanta example base 

~Ji~o1 ~+c:r+3.1 ::tt<j4Ji:=~+~+ 1.1 :c:rr=cr+~+ 1.1 ;GR:=GR+~+ 1.1 fer+~+ 1.3:GR'i'=GR 

+3ft/~+ 1.2/2.2/cr+Jfi;Jfic:+ 1.2/2.2:CF~:=cr+~3:~:=~+~+ 1.1 :~=~+~+ 1.1 :'QC:f='(!(1"(1+~3f 

J:(,+ 1.1/2.1 ;~=GR+~,+ 1.1 /2.1G!+~,+ 1.1/2.1 ;~=GR+~,+ 1.1/2.1 .cr+~,+ 1.1/2.1 ;~IT 

R:=l;J~JTcR'+~/~rn/sfflls~+ 1.3/2.3/5.1/6.1 ;11~Jl"d1d1=~1TcR'+:w:J"+2.1 :11~m=i'=11~1TcR'+:w:r+2.1 :11~rr ... ... ... ... ... '' ....... 

m=~ITcR'+JfiJJfic:+ 1.2/2.2:~nm=11~1TcR'+c:r+3.1 :11~n*=11~1TcR'+g:+4.1 :~nmd1=~1TcR'+Jm1+6.3:11 ... ... ... ... ... ...... 

mR:='QCJd1+~/~rn/sffr/~+ 1.3/2.3/5.1/6.1 :~='QCJd1+:w:r+2.1 ;~='QCJd1+:w:r+2.1 :'IRJ ...... ' ... ... ... ... ' ... 

m='QCJd1+3fi/3fic+ 1.2/2.2;~:=~+~/~rn/s:Ri/~+ 1.3/2.3/5.1/6.1 ;t;1(1JJlJl ~+:w:r+ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... 

2.1 :1Jctl'CR"=~+:w:r+2.1 :~=~+mJJfic:+ 1.2/2.2;1;1'C!il'd1:=1;1'C!il'd1+~/~rn;sffr;~+ 1.3/2. ... ... ' ... ... ... ' ... 

3/5.1/6.1 ;t;ICfliJlJl 1;1'C!il'd1+3ld1+2.1 ;~=1;1'C!il'd1+:w:J"+2.1 ;~=1;1'C!il'd1+3fi/Jfic+ 1.2/2.2;~:=~ ... ... ... ... ... ... ' 

cl+~+ 1.1 ;~=~+3fi1 +2.2;w't=~+~+ 1.2/2.2(~.),~+~+ 1.3(-g.J,~+~+ 1.2/2.2(Cf13.) 

:~=~+~+ 1.112.1 (c:rg.J,:w:r+2.1 (g.):~=~+~+ 1.112.1 (Cf13.).:w:r+2.1 (g.):~=~+~rn+2 

.3:~=~+c:r+3.1 :c1=cr+c:r+3.1 :•<m=t=~+~<:ITJi"+3.2/4.2/5.2!-g.J.~+:F<:rrd1+3.2/4.2/5.2! 

~.J:~~=~.~+~"lffd1+3.2/4.2/5.2:~:=~+~+3.3:~=~+g:+4.1 :c1=cr+g:+4.1 :w't 

:Rr:=~+~<:Rr+4.3/5.3;:fla'fd1Jct, ~+sffr+5.1 :C1:=cr+sffr/~+5.1 ;6.1 :'Ha'fd11'\-~+sffr+5.1 :~ 

clf<:r=~+~+6.1 ;~:=~.~+~+6.2/7.2;~=~+3nd1+6.1 ;~=~+Jm1+6.1 ;~ 

~=~+%+7.1; 

ii) Sample data of the So banta rule base 

a=a;"Jl"=+:w:r+ 1.1/2.1 ;o:=+J:r+ 1.1 ;or=GT+J:T+ 1.1 ;o~<:ITJl"=+~"lffd1+3.2/ 4.2/5.2;or~=+:RITJl"+3. ... .... ~ ~ ... ... ' 

2/4.2/5.2;~<:ITJi"=+~<:ITJi"+3.2/4.2/5.2;~-<::IT=+~<:ITJi"+3.2/4.2/5.2;;):Rf:=+~<:Rf+4.3/5.3;:Rr:=+~ ... ... ... ... ... 

+4.3/ 5.3;orc:rrd1=+ 3nd1 +6.3;orc=ri=+ 3nd1 +6.3;c:JUTJ'Jl"=+ 3nd1 +6.3;oJUli=+ 3nd1 +6.3;;;:rr;ll=+ 3nd1 +6.3; ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

;;:rr;ll=+Jm1+6.3;UJT'Jl'=+Jm1+6.3;urr=+Jm1+6.3;~=+~+6.1 ;;)=+%+7.1 :dr=dhJ:r+ 1.1 ;dhJ:r ... ... ... ... ... ... '.j ~ 

+ 1.2.2~;UJT=+CJ+3.1 ;d=+Jfi/Jfic:+ 1.2/2.2;oro:=+~+ 1.3;orfU'r=+~+ 1.3/2.3;orfc:t=+~+ 1 ... ... ... ... 

• ... ' 'A 3/2 3·:-··=+=+2 1·n~=+"rrr+2 3·:·,TTT=+=+3 1•n-=r:+=+3 1•:·.n·=+w;........,.+3 3·:··.rrr=+~+4 1''~"-:rT· • • ,... .::JlO'l,_ • ,···1~ "(I~, • ,•··'"'1 \...I • 1 ···"'1 l..l • 1 ·-··-·• lcf1~, • 1 ·-·1~ 5" • 1 ·.-c:t'".._... • 

=+~<:Rr+4.3/5.3;orct"=+sffr+5.1 ;orc;=+sffr+5.1 ;~=+~+6.1 ;m:=+~+6.2/7.2·orc=ri=+Jm1+6. ... ... ... ' ... ' ... 

3•:"'T;;:rr;ll=+Jm1+6 3·:··.JUli=+Jm1+6 3·:···JUTJCR'=+Jm1+6 3·:~-+~'+7 1•:\'l'iJ'=+:RU+7 3•:\J:r-+:RU+7 3• t'•" ' ' o t'·" ' o t'•" ' ' o , ••• - 15" o 1'•"3 ~~ o t'•"'.j- '.j~ o 1 

nr=,·:f+J:r+ 1 1''~="'T+Jfi/3fic+ 1 2/2 2·:-·-r:-·-rn·::·,r+=+1 3·:·,r:·;-,-·.r+=+2 1·nT""'"I'-nr+=+2 1·~-. '• '.j o , ••• •.• , • o , ••• •·• •·•• ••• Vl'tl, • 1 •.• ••• -... JlO""t_ • 1 •.•10'1...-··· Jl~ • ,~I-

OT+CJ+3.1 ;~=+g:+4.1 ;orm:=c-r+s:Ri/~+5.1 /6.1 ;m:=+~+6.2/7.2;orc=ri=+Jm1+6.3·of;;:rr;ll=+3ff 
' ' ' I ' . . ~ 

Jl'+6.3;orurr=+Jm1+6.3;oJUTJCR'=+3ffd1+6.3;orm=or+l::;+7.1 ,·orom=or+%+7 1 ,·;)N=+:RU+7 3-;~J:r= 
' ... ' ' ' o 3 ~ -:... • I • '.j 

+:RU+7 3•9\:-·.·=9\+J:r+1 1• '.j ~ . ,1·~.:· ... 0 1~.: '.j • , 
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APPENDIX-IV 

Screen Shot of the Input screen 

ftrml • '31· G , ~ * Sansbit KridantJ analyur il J.N.U. New Delhi 

The "Sanskrit Kridanta Analyzer" was partially completed as part of M.Phil. researdl submitted to 
Spedal Center for sanskrit studies, JNU in 2008 by surjit Kumar Si119h (M.Phil 21106-2008) under the 
supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha . The coding for the application was done by Dr. Girish Nath Jha. 

Enter Sanskrit prose text for Kridanta tagging 
(De'1"211agari uicode oaly) e~t & paste test data fro• kere 

Click to tag the abow text RuD 11 dtbug modt 

Results 
Internet ! Protected Mode: Off 
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APPENDIX-V 

Screen shot of the krdanta analysis 

The "Sanskrit Kridanta Analyzer" was partially completed as part of N.Phil. research submitted to 
Special Center for Sanskrit Studies, JNU In 2008 by Surjit Kumar Singh (N.Phil2006-2008) under the 
supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha • The coding for the application was done by Dr. Girish Nath Jha. 

Enter Sanskrit prose text for Kridanta tagging 
(Deung:ari llllicode oaly) 

mm;~~ 

r11t & paste test data from ltere 

Click to tag the above text 

Results 

m1fcli [m=iLI,VCJi!,O,aou_mLKR 
1ITJI'it1 (m=i!,l,~O,aou_aLKR 
Pl•lfl:l"lfi [m=i!,l,~fli{,IIOila_mLKR 
Pl•lfl:I .. Cfi (m=i!,l,~~_,aoaa_alKR 
~ [m=i!,l,~~,aOIIII_mLKR 
~ PlH!,l,~~,aou_aLKR 

Run in d•bug mod. 
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APPENDIX-VI 

Debugging process of the input word JICHR!ts:<I:ICHIOI 

diCHf11lWOICHIOI [~l,flf['G=I"'q',~noun_mLKR 

a1CHf11lWOICHIOI [~l,fl~~noun_nLKR 

-----------------START OF Kridanta.preProcess()------------

input=JICHf11lWOICH 101 

output-diCHR!lWOICH 101 

---------------END 0 F K rid an ta. pre Process()------------

-----------------START OF Kridanta.checkFL()------------

input=diCHR!lWOICHIOI 

output diCHf11lWOICHIOI I<JTCRt,1,fl~~noun_mLKR 

aiCHR!lWOICHIUI [<JTCRt,l,~~~,noun_nLKR 

----------------END 01<' Kridanta.checlFL()------------

----------------------------START 0 F preProcess()------------------------

-------------------------START OF ch ec kPuct()------------------------

token aiCHf11lWOICHIOI tkn length=lO 

start of3+ char punc check tim= JICHR!lWOICHIOI c ='iiT 

idx=-1 

i=O 

checking puncs inside words ts= 'iiT 
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c =;Jf' 

idx=-1 
i=l 

checking puncs inside words ts= d'fd1 

c=~ 

idx=-1 
i=2 

checking puncs inside words ts= ~ 

c=fO 

idx=-1 
i=3 

checking puncs inside words ts= ~ 

c=~ 

idx=-1 
i=4 

checking puncs inside words ts= JICRRlt\1 

c =0 
' 

idx=-1 

i=S 

checking puncs inside words ts= JICRRltll._ 

c=~ 

idx=-1 
i=6 

checking puncs inside words ts= JICRRl&tl 

c =;Jf' 

idx=-1 

i=7 

checking puncs inside words ts= d!CJ'Il?l&tld'l 

c=OT 

idx=-1 
i=8 

checking puncs inside wot·ds ts= atCRl?l&tld'll 

c=OT 

idx=-1 
i=9 

checking puncs inside words ts= dJCJ'Il?l&tiCJ'IIOI 

ts= atCRl?l&tiCJ'IIUI 
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----------------------------END OF chec kPun ct()------------------------

----------------------------END 0 F pre Process()------------------------

--------------------------START OF FL T:checkLists()------------------------

after tagtokenl tkn-diCHRllUICHIOI 

FLT:tagToken():checking kridanta corpus tkn='diCARllUICHIOI'(l 0) 

--------------------------START 0 F FLT: tagTol\.en()-----------------------

FLT:tagToken():checking kridanta lexicon tkn='diCHRllUICHIOI'(lO) 

----------------------------START 0 F FL T:tagToken()------------------------

match found in lexicon .•. adding upasarga=" upa_ viccheda=" 

inside FLT:tagToken() tagged data JICHRllUICHIOII~.t,~~'~"noun_mLKR 

match found in lexicon •.. adding upasarga=" upa_ viccheda=" 

inside FLT:tagToken() tagged data diCARllUICHIOI ('ill'CRtt,~n;;=r:q.,.,~,noun_mLKR 

JICHf'1llUICHIOI [~ l,~n;;::r:q}U'J~,noun _nLKR 

upasa•·ga= 
upa _ viccheda= 

----------------------------END 0 F FL T: checkLists()------------------------
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